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HOUSE
RESOWTION
NO. 726
Relative

WHEREAS,
The diagnosia
importance; and

'

to cancer treatment

and treatment

of cancer is of great public

WHEREAS,
Several forms of cancer can be cured through the application of knowledge now available to medical science; and

,WHEREAS,
The Assembly of the State of California

desires to
advance knowledge about cancer diagnosis and treatment while
protecting cancer victims and their families from the loss and
grief associated with application of worthless cancer diagnostic
and treatment methods; now, therefore,
be it

RF,SOLVED
BY THE ASSEMBLY
OF THE STATEOF CALIFORNIA,That the
Assembly Committee on Public Health be directed to study and
make recommendations on procedures to assist California citizens
in obtaining valuable diagnosis and treatment for cancer and to
protect California citizens from the application
of agents,
methods or devices having no value in the diagnosis or treatment
of cancer and to report its findings thereon to the Legislature
not later than the fifth legislative
day of the 1967 Regular
Session of the Legislature.
Resolution read, and referred
to the Committee on Rules.

by the Acting Speaker pro Tempore

Introduced by Assemblymen
Rumford and Duffy, June 15, 1965

t ..
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StM1ARY

This report

brings

together~

cancer quackery and California's
value and benefit

of the facts
Cancer law.

to the citizens,

and issues

The Cancer Law, its

must be understood

The cancer law was difficult

to enact.

to come from many quarters.

fearful.

Proponents of the Cancer I.aw are no less

Opponents are vocal,

that

California

cancer quackery.

citizens

it diverts

individuals

from effective

our citizenry,

increase.

can be protected

The number of Californians

Without strict

bound to increase.

suffering

management.

because
cancer

affected

If the Cancer

practitioners

who delude

remedies dispensed at

from one form of distressing
by cancer are bound to

enforcement of the Cancer law -- the toll

This report

means

which costs far

and prolonged life.

the numbers of unethical

our citizens

that

of persons when they are most vulnerable,

and ban from use the host of worthless

great human cost,
human waste.

curtail

and substantial

and needless

forms of disease

and robe them of a chance for restoration
law can effectively

They believe

intent.

to a form of fraudulence

it costs human lives

quackery preys on the apprehensions

often anxious and

Proponents of the Cancer I.aw are troubled

are enticed

more than gambled money:

intrinsic

to the Cancer I.aw

the enforcement of the Cancer law is the only reasonable
to repress

to cancer,

in a broad context.

Opposition

continues

available

related

elucidates

of lives

is

why.

The Disease:
'!

Cancer is the second lea.ding cause of death in California.
one out of every five persons in the State.
will die of cancer in California.

In 1972, more than 22,000 persons

This disease

of al.l deaths in the State.
-v-

It Will afflict

now accounts

for roughly one-sixth

It

is oot u hopeless

ho,-rever.

disuasc,

,-,ho develop cancer arc being successfully
early

dio.t91osis und proper treatment.

suffered

metastasis

lcllcie is to insure

About one-third

treated

and their

This includes

possible

lives

vho he.ve

The medical ch~l-

and correct

diagnosis

saved through

som~ individuals

or spread of cancer throuuh the body.
the earliest

of t.hl! iuul viduals

treat.ment,.

Diagnosis and Treutmcnt:
of an accurate

The establishment
laboratory

of cancer requires

skill

Wld

examinations.

Mistaken diugnoscs
the basis

of benign or non•millignant

for "cures" with~

Proved therapy
of the cancer.
certain

diagnosis

lesions

u.s cancer

cv.n be

or no treatment.

for cancer vo.ries dependent on the locution

surgery, use of radiacion,

It mu..yinclude

and chw-~cter

Xray, hormones, and

chemicnls.
Value of NewRemedies:

Esta.blishina

well accepted
procedure

procedures

exist

or drug as a treatment

First

the effectiveness
and if these

studies

studies

conducted on

humans

ma.de on indiv.iduals
means of treatment,

ble for conducting

for or diagnosis

and safety

on animals,
ts.re

for establishing

the value of any ne"
of cancer.

of the procedure

sho,, value,
by qualified

carefully
clinicians.

uho have a form of cancer that

in a scientific

controlled

clinical

Initial

studies

is not responsive

The proponent of a ncu treatment

these studies

or dr\16 1s determined

or procedure

are

to other
is responsi-

manner and establishil'l6

its

value.
"Cancer Qua.cl<.cry":
A cu.ncer "qunck" disregards

"cur~s" or success
to'thc

public

in treatment

these principles
using "secret"

at lurt,e and he usually

of scientific
drugs.

is unwilling
-vi-

study and claims

He offers

to present

his cltt.ims

evidence on his

"treatment
tific

to his professional

evaluation.

associates

in the regular

ma.mier for scien-

Sane cancer "quacks" become expert at obscuring this

by claiming bias on the part of the medical-scientific
The proponents

point

conmunity.

of unorthodox remedies should be required

to present

evi-

dence of the same type which 1s demanded of members of the medical profession
to substantiate

their

claims that they have en a.gent or a.gents that are useful

in the management of clinical
Unfortunately,
cancer,

either

cancer.

individuals

many

with cancer,

through fear or for other reasons accept promises of cure by

quacks and find out, only too late,
diagnosis

or those who think they have

and effective

that they have lost the benefits

of proper

early treatment.

legal Rationale:
There is no constitutional
by harmful or ineffective

right

modes of treatment

to offer them hopes of financial
The Cancer law prohibits
directly

harmful.

to offer afflicted

persons hope of relief

-- anymore than there

is a right

rewards through fraud.

the use of ineffective

remedies as well as those

As cited in one review, the State has the obligation

see that the treatment

of a completely hopeless

to

case will not be a source for

the enrichment of quacks.
Need for California
California's

Cancer law baa served to protect

"quackery" activities
law applies

Cancer law:
the public from intra-state

not covered by Federal or other State law.

only to inter-state

activity.
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Federal

En:t'orcement:
Administration
Health,

of the Cancer law by the State Department of Public

with the aid of the Cancer Advisory Council composed of 15 well-quali-

fied physicians,

scientists,

quackery in California

and layment has been effective

and in substantially

curtailing

in reducing

the use of worthless

remedies.
orders have been issued involving

Cease and desist
,..gents including
are received

Siccacell,

the- Harmonizer, and a "grape cure".

and investigations

The state

Canplaints

are being made continuously.

Board of Public Health,

Council adopted regulations

many different

prohibiting

on advice of the Cancer Advisory

the use of the following "cancer agents":

Hoxsey Remedy

Lincoln Staphage Iqsate

laetriles

Mucorhicin

Koch Synthetic

Antitoxins

Anthrone Diagnostic

Bolen Diagnostic

Test

Krebiozen

Test

Pub 11 c Hearings :

These regulations
public hearings
Clinical

extensive

at which everyone was given ample opportunity

investigation

and

to be bee.rd.

Trials:
Critics

actions

were adopted only after

have suggested

are taken.

prohibit

their

The usual scientific
remedies is available
introducing

trials"

The law and the regulations

agents by competent investigators
regulations

"clinical

in clinical

by the Department before

such

permit use of any of these
studies

or evaluations.

The

misuse and use for profit.

procedure for prov1ng the value of aizy of these

to any proponent of a "remedy" just

as it is for others

any new agent for cancer or aey other disease.

It would be impractical

for the State to test,

-Viii-

and particularly

to under-

take to clinically

test,

(and other diseases).
testing

of all

clinical

Procedures

on the basis

Cancer law provides

now exist

in medical

beings affected

of animal and other

for clinical

cer Advisory Council.

unethical

new agents proposed for treatment

testing

by cancer to experimentation
on the basis

for clinical

tha·t Justify

studies.

testing

with agents

of animal and other

such

Furthermore,

when deemed appropriate

However, mandatory clinical

estimated

of cancer

centers

new agents proposed for cancer treatment

testing

been properly

all

the

by the Can-

would expose human
whose value had not
studies

-- a clearly

procedure.

It is significant
provide

that

in the pa.st,sponsors

samples to the Department for analysis,

cient amount of the agent to Federal

agencies

of certain

agents

would not

nor would they provide
for necessary

suffi-

testing.

Costliness:
The cost of the Cancer La.weach year is only a small pa.rt of the very
small enforcement

of the Bureau of Food and Drug.

cost of the Fraud Section

This expense is modest compared to the estimated
fornians
public

on cancer quackery,
education

the millions

or on treatment

$20 million

spent by Cali-

spent on cancer research

for cancer,

and control,

the disease.

Public Education:
The American Cancer Society maintains
tional

activities

But education,

to familiarize

the public

numerous infonnational
with the hazards

and educa-

of cancer quackery.

law such as the Cancer Law, is insuffi-

without an enforceable

cient to thwart ·cancer quackery.
Activities

of the Fraud Section:

As the activities
painstaking
straint
tunity

of the Fraud Section,

investigation,

of cancer quacks.
to present

testing,

hearing

The process

and evP.luation

can result

suggest,
in re-

1s slow, but gives the quack every oppor-

evidence and witnesses.
-ix-

Bureau of Food and Drug

Case histories

illustrate

that the

course of cancer varies
The costs of worthless

-- and so does susceptibility
treatments

to seek quackery.

are large -- and the personal

waste dis-

tressing.
Against this,

the Fraud Section has been able to enforce the Cancer

law and has reduced some of the human toll

from cancer quackery.
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CHAPl'ER
l

INTRODUarION
This report

has been prepared to assiat

Public Health of the State Assembly in
minor respects

the Interim

1966. It

the Assembly resolved

that its

citizens

valuable

diagnosis

and treatment

from the application

the diagnosis

or "treatment

In particula.r,

in a few
Follow-

of the law through December 1967,

Committee on Public Health be "directed

study and make recoDDnendation on procedures
obtaining

has been revised

item in October 1972.

for use as a public information
on the cancer I.aw, and extension

ing hearings

Study Committee on

of agents,

to assist

California

to

citizens

for cancer and to protect

in

California

methods of devices having no value in

of cancer ••• "

the Interim Study Committee wishes to evaluate

the proce-

dure of the Cancer Advisory Council by which some cancer remedies are found
worthless

and subject

particular

evaluation

to prohibition

should be "whether testing

before a remedy is banned."

Testing in this

human beings -- under scientifically
banning of remedies here referee
agents found ineffective
from prescription,

Thefocus

from use in California.

of remedies should be required

sense means clinical

sound and controlled

testing

procedures.

to the means by which diagnostic

in the management of cancer may be legally

administration,

of this

sale or other distribution

-- on

The

and treatment
restricted

in California.

SOOPEOF STUDY
The scope of study implicit
broad and detailed.
principles

It must embrace not only an appreciation

and medical ethics,

with disease,

the particular

)-,,- ~ociety at large,
_lrl V.;:

..1.:i:.. ·

and in H.R. 726 is

in the Camnittee directive

of recognized

of scientific

but also of the human constitution
impact of the disease

the likelihood

upon individuals

of some persons to deceive and

means of therapy,

-1-

cancer

when faced

and the legal

framework

created

explicitly

Hence, the title,

to curtail

fraudulence

in the handling of cancer cases.

"Cancer, Cancer Quackery, and the Cancer Law. " And, hence

the need to draw upon knowledge and opinions outside
Public Health and from outside

California.

One vrord·about the organization

of human clinical

testing;

Cancer Law, the legal foundation
tions,

and the application

public education

testing

considerations

chapters

treats

Central

to the report

Chapter 11 presents

them.
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it.
under

is also related
that of

and above all,

of a cancer law to control

The Summary aims to highlight

the

considera-

are two questions:
legal,

related

Chapter 10 discusses

But, each chapter

-- and the effectiveness

and to interrelate

directly

one aspect of the subject

on humans -- the scientific,

of cancer quackery.
chapters

of the Cancer Law to date.

Each chapter can stand alone.

to all of the others.

summary pre-

upon which it depends, fiscal

of the Cancer Law and means to strengthen

Each of the several

clinical

A brief

Chapters 6 through 9 discuss

about cancer and cancer quackery.

proposed revisions

study.

of this report.

Chapters 2 through 5 contain information

faces the report.
to the topic

the State Department of

the cogent facts

humane
the menace
from the

CHAPTER
2

A PERSPEC'TIVE
ON CANCER
to speak ot quaclt cancer rcm~di~s or lu,rs to prohibit

It is impossibl~
them ,-.ithout

understundill6

c.:rly lo..,~s, in fact,
militant

harmoniously

of ho~.' to live

humLLnlite

imagination,
of cunccr.

the most recent

are;;:probob~

upon cunc<.!r. Hith the possible

uttuck

to susk.in

t~bout thQ discns~

somothi~

on plunets

other

exception

thun F.arth,

inB provide

-- for many pursons,

the cuusc ( et,iology)

its

progr~saion

in man's

of l'.Dc'.ln'sdilCllJIJU;!.

nothing

enorQ' or uoxiuty of mod~rn men as urccntly

rucci vcd ever more ilnp~tus in recent

arresting

weapon availublc

his lm0t,l~dge of nucli.:ar fission

with

This preoccupation

Anti-quack-

cancer.

nnd as

deco.des,

of certain
u~

recognize

or hOfr

engases

tht=

as th~ conquest

occupation

uo tcchnolo~y

-- has

:md undd1·stt.:.11d-

typ~s of conc~r and of uays of
t~'"!..t canc~r is crudual,4,

in-

cruc.sing as n cause of death.
What is cancer?
Why the immenae effort
Why the universal

it?

to contain

anxiety?

How docs cancer differ

from other modern afflictions?

Is cancer hopeless?
These are fundamental
lest

30 years espocially,

to ans,,cr such questions.
r~quire

to be ask~d about canc~r.

pbysiciuns,

scientists,

A composite

volumeo and ,rould contribute

One of the most lucid
l"ritt~n

questions

discussions

and others

or opinionn

little

With grntitude

have utt~mpted

and responses

would

of originality.

of cancer

in our tim~G has been

by Dr. Miehe.el B. Shimkin, T~hohas devoted

cunccr research.

For the

his uorking

career

to

to Dr. Shimkin, the next few pages c1re

-3-

excerpted

from his book, Science and Cancer 1

with these vital
the editor,

questions.

(Portions

as have unindented

"It is impossible,

in parentheses

portions

which he wrestles
have been added by

ot the text).

these days, not to be aware of cancer....

level of the comm:,ncitizen,

there are few families

States who have not had personal
is almost inevitable,

experiences

At the

in the United

with cancer.

This

because now cancer is the number tw

scourge of our people, destined

ot 10 years,

(1964~in

to atflict

during the whole of our lifetime,

one ot each five of us, and to send one

of each eight of us to the grave ....

WHAT
IS CANCER?
"First

cancer is a word in the English language,

of all,

from the Greek word tor crab, karkinos.

derived

Amongits many syno-

nyms are malignant tum:>rs and malignant neoplasm (from the
Latin for new growth.)

Subgroups of cancer,

body tissues

include carcinoma, sarcoma, melanoma,

of origin,

lymphoma, and

many

other related

describing

the

or combined terms.

Cancer is e. word that stands for a great group of diseases
that afflict
or tissue
istics

man and animals.

Cancer can arise

of which the body is composed.

in any organ

Its me.in character-

include an abnormal, seemingly unrestricted

body cells,
destroying

with the resultant

mass compressing,

contiguous norm.al tissues.

growth of
invading and

Cancer cells

then

break off or leave the original

mass and are carried

blood or lymph to distant

ot the body.

set up secondary colonies,
and destroying

sites

or metastases,

There they

further

the organs that are involved ••••
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by the

invading

''Thus, canc'3r is o. sroup ,.,ord that ~ncompo.ssua 1nuny differeni:'.
enti ti~s

tho.t t!re diaaimil8.r in appeo.runce, in bcho.vior, and

undoubte~·

in the caus~~ti ve factors

as •.,ell ••••

WHY
THEIMMENSE
EFFORT
TO CONTAIN
CANCER?
"The diseas<.:s srou~d

under the general

toa~ther

term ' cancer'

s~cond only to dioenscs of the heart und blood vess~ls,

thut hove kept pee~ with modurn public

and hav~ reduced tuberculosis,

t~chnoloey,

euses o.nd malnutrition

196<),a.pproximutuly

u halt

o.nd o.pproximateq

in the United States

dis-

develop cunccr durin.; on'-!

million

28o,OOO die of cunccr duritig one yeur ••••
ris~ in number of cuncer deaths

during thu pust 50 y~ars.

is undoubtedly du~ to better

ho.a b~en the increasingly

old~r population,

a similur

05e distribution.,

suvod from

If agiDg is tak~n into con-

from diff~rent

und statistics

and

But a much more importunt

~o.rli~r death from other causes.
siduration,

Som~ of this

or cancer,

diugnosis

b~t,tcr rcportiDB ot canc~r co.sos.

factor

other ini'ectious

people of the Unit<.:d Ste.tea in

There ho.a been o stuu(\y, striking

rise

hculth

to rc.::l~tivcly less import::-nt roles.

"In numbers, among the 180 million

year,

as kill~rs

This is also true of European

or the peopl~ of the United Stutes.
and oth~r countries

~·r1J

relntivuly

ye~rs adjusted

littl~

to

change in the

incickmcc and mort,·~li ty from cance!r r~mains.
"Immediately,

we must specify

o.ll cnnccr c.:ntiti~a ••••
30 yea.rs c:.go, is

Intensive

studies

no,.~

that this

(Lw:ig) cancer,

is by no mei:.ns true of

relo.tivcly

among the top three

rcla.te

this

trugic

-5-

rise

rurc.: only

cuncer killers

of men.

to enviroDinCnto.l

inhalation

of cancer-producing

chemicals,

products and trom our increasingly
As interesting

derived from tobacco

contaminated atmosphere.

and as important as the rise in lung cancer has

been the impressive drop in the death rate from cancer of the
During the past 30 years,

stomach.

has dropped in occurrence by about 50

men, this cancer entity
percent.

in women as well as in

We do not \Ulderstand the reasons for this happy situ-

ation in the United States .•••
"In the United States,
steady increase
related

the last

in the reported deaths trom leukemia and

cancers of the blood and lymphatic systems, and a

decrease in mrtality

from cancer ot the uterine

women. Part of the latter
ment.
and

30 years also have shown a

cervix in

is due to better

effect

treat-

The salvage rate of womenwith cancer of the uterus

cervix is improving continually,

proportion

of the cases is detected

use of the vaginal smear technic
"In the United States and~

particularly
at earlier

as a greater

stages by the

{Pap smear).

European countries,

the comm::>n

forms of cancer among womenare cancers of the breast,
uterus,

and the large intestine.

and large intestine

high

In terms ot incidence,

811X)Dg fair-skinned

the death registries
are successfully

Amongmen, lung, prostate

are among the mnst frequent

death statistics.

the

males, but this

sites

in the

skin cancer ranks
1s nQt apparent in

because most patients

with skin cancer

treated ••••

WHYTHE UNIVERSALANXIE'ffT

"careful

studies

going back to the last

-6-

century show that human

"The balance in the reaction

may

favor the host (here, man), in

which case the diaeaae is overcome with or without (sequential
change).
results

It

may

favor the causative

stimulus to a degree that

in the death of the organism.

Or the process

may

achieve

a constant or undulating balance between the stimulus and the
host ••••
"Clinically,
course.
kill

cancer is me.nite11ted by a great diversity

Some cancers of the breast will grow very rapidly

the individual

seemingly identb!t,

within months a:f'ter diagnosis,

will remain relatively
especially

localized

cancers,

deu,nstrate

for many years.

and perhaps

many

Some tumors,

melanomas of the eye,

temporary and even seemingly

One of the possibilities

permanent regressions.
tumrs,

while others,

small, whereas others

the neuroblastomas of childhood,

breast

and

will progress slowly; some will metastasize

widely while the primary tumor is still

and

in its

others at lesser

is that these

degrees,

stimulate

a

form of an immune response in the patient ••••
"For cancer ot the internal
suspicion

and

definite

The steps are targeted
answer in considering
what is it?

diagnosis~

a patient's

(diagnosis);

challenge because the lite
diagnosis

and

be many and complex.

at three questions

is the probable outcome?

earliest

organs, the steps between initial

a physician

problem.

must

These questions

what should be done? (therapy);
(prognosis).
of the patient

the correct

first

are:
and what

Cancer is always a medical
depends upon the
treatment.

(Emphasis

added)

''The most curable cancers are cancers that have not progressed

-9-

to

the stase of producing symptoms. For this reason,
inations

of individuals

the earliest

clinical

exam-

without symptoms is well worthwhile for
detection

tions will not detect

periodic

of some cancers.

all cancers,

Such examina-

and many procedures

that must

be employed in the :face of symptoms simply are uneconomical to
consider for symptomless individuals.

Economy here is not used

in the monetary sense, but as it relates

to the time, discomfort,

and hazard to _the patient ••••
''Under condi~ions u they exist

at present,

met

cancers are

diagnosed because an individual

b~comes aware of certain

or becau~e a physician

that certain

a patient

~

For specific

symptoms or signs of

mean that a cancer is present ••••
sites

atory procedures

and

ty-pes of cancer,

are useful

tions on patients.
clusive,

suspects

a wide variety

in diagnosis

and

of labor-

subsequent observa-

• • • Cytologic evidence alone is seldom con-

however, and should be followed by an actual biopsy for

the definite

diagnosis

of cancer ••••

"It is immediately obvious that human error

is inevitable.

some forms ot cancer this error is al.mat negligible,
if the lesion
rarer

symptoms,

cancers,

1s not in its earliest

stages.

For

especially

But for other,

such as bone sarcomas, melanomas and lymphomas,

the margin of error may be considerable,

even on such a basic

point as whether it is a malignant tumr

at all.

"Here, often is the explanation
a quack.

of the miraculous

cure claimed by

A lesion that 1s diagnosed as cancer that is not a

cancer is curable by an.y, or no treatment.

-10-

(Emphasis added)

"Here is also the tragedy of recurrence
disease

that was considered

these occurrences
as the training
ologists
diagnosis
lesions

and the experience

will increase

of physicians

as patients

the pathologists

Fortunately,

and become less

It is also true that

to the attention

confront

to be a benign one.

a.re not frequent,

improve.

and wide spread of a

and path-

difficulties

bring

o! physicians,

frequent

smaller

in
and earlier

and as the physicians

with progressively

earlier

stages

of cancer."
It is apparent
especially

that generalities

those which cast a varied and complicated

into the realm of "hopeless,"
that

should not be made about cancer,

"fatal,"

and ''futile."

It is unfortunate

so much mystery surrounds the causes and progress

cause this

mystery is projected

as manifest

upon human behavior.

by imprudent decisions

from seeking sound diagnostic

to seek false

group of diseases

of cancers,

Fear and ignorance,

"cures,"

advice and pursuing

be-

deter persons

recognized

forms of

treatment.
Chapter 4 discusses
survival

from cancer.

factors,

not least

in detail

the effectiveness

It suggests that

survival

of which are efficacious,

treatment.

-ll-

of treatment

is related

prompt diagnosis

to

upon

many

and

CHAPTER3

CANCER
ANDHUt1ANBEHAVIOR
Perhaps more than other diseases which afflict
mendous impact on human behavior.
types of cancer,

especially

observing

perhaps,

particularly

organs,
In

cancer but

because the term "cancer"
escape and re-

It is almost impossible

to codify

or suppressed by persons reacting

to the application

to the

own states

of the term on their

of health,

absence of knowledge about cancer or signs of its presence.

To every person,
things

in others,

conduct.

the range of emotions exhibited

to the total

vital

because cancer can be fatal.

gamut of emotions ranging from terror,

to informed, rational

term "cancer,"

inaccessible,

among persons not experiencing

second-hand the disease

evokes the entire
sistance

In part,

tre-

because the course of certain

those which attack

can induce pain and suffering.
large part,

In part,

man, cancer exerts

at different

ate.bes of his life,

-- and having it can evoke different

than not having it.

types of emotional responses

Nor is it easy to enumerate the attitudes

ence men who seek the origins
who concentrate

cancer can mean different

their

skills

which influ-

of cancer, who attempt to control
and intelligences

its

course,

on this particularly

thorny

aspect of human life.
The literature
anthropology

of many disciplines

-- contairareferences

types of diseases.

existence.
ity,

under stress

psychiatry,

throughout
-- his ability

man's history

It must be affirmed that adaptability
cultural

that in some cultures,

as well as technological

men will sacrifice
-1.2-

are testa-

to accommodate himself

or changes in his environment, his chemistry,

and reflects

psychology,

to the human emotional response to various

No less significant

ments to his adaptation
to threats

-- medicine,

his style

is a highly

of

elastic

influences.

themselves to preserve

So

qualit is

strong

beliefs

in a certain

sacrifice

ordering

of life,

where other men will look upon self-

the sign of a sick mind.

as unhealthy,

ingly simple, uncluttered

society,

is that in a seem-

So it

disease may be regarded as the just

ot having evil thoughts or committing bad deeds, whereas in a highly

result

complex, technological
individuals

resides

society,

in a host of rational,

nothing to do with a person's
At the present,

the origins

provable

the origins

explanations

its presence is intense.

can lead to distortion,

existing

But the challenge

of illness

self-deception,

is enormous.

diseases,

pestilence,

population

must pay 1s the presence,

And bevildering.

malnutrition,

and even we.rs cut
associated

One price our more "advanced" stage of society

to a significant

degree,

of the degenerative

and co.ncc.n-,·which io pea-1:lnps
.the moat ~isturbins,

knowledge presently

cause

are spared either

by no means the most common. And much·of the disturbance
available

though

is the degree of

-- and that even when known the complete

of that knowledge among a population.

Unquestionably,

the nature of cancer,

oJJ. of its

co.uses, and its increasing

society,

avoidance of

before cancer -- or other diseases

with aging -- has a chance.

cisely

defies

In some individuals,

or death among men. These pockets of society

down substantial

application

having

corners of the world where cancer is not a significant

because infectious

diseases

impact on

of cancer in its many forms still

such rationalization

There are still

and its

mores or thoughts.

man. His need to rationalize

knowledge.

of disease

tend to influence

the inability
prusence 1n

to identify
c.

contemporary western

how human beings feel about cancer.

feel determines how they act -- or even whether they act.

pre-

How they

Here, it is,

that quackery can become a vicious yet tempting force.
HUMAN
NATURE
ANDQUACKERY
Doubt, fear and mystery create

a hospitable
-l3-

setting

in which quackery

These qualitie1

can flourish.
health,

one's property,

themselves or their
truth,

prevail whether the deception

or one's faith.

immortality,

concerns one's

For as long as men have doubted

there have been charlatans

to tease at the

to tempt the unwary,
Who, then, are the opponents in this
The quack~ in this

case cancer quacks, are sufficiently

nr.

well documented to bear description.
has explored this

sick game?

subject.

The following

numerous and

Charles cameron, among others,
ideas are excerpted

from his

book, The cancer Quacks. 2
"What a.re the quacks themselves like?
they?

them, because ot the broad

It is not easy to describe

range of their

mental capacities,

emotional quirks,

their

their

purposes,

delusions.

unprincipled,

It is simple to

avaricious

onto medical quackery as an easy and lucrative
But to understand
sometimes after
activity

their

educatioDal backgrol.lllds, and the

degrees and sources of their
explain why a stupid,

What kind of people are

man latches
livelihood.

how a doctor of medicine becomes a quack
years of respectable,

honest professional

-- would take us into the deep reaches of psychiatry.

There is one thing that all quacks have in commonno matter
what their
purpose:
11

intelligence
they disregard

The scientific

intensive

the rules

no matter what their

of evidence.

method is based on well-established,

accepted principles
principles

and honesty,

of observation

and experimentation.

are learned through years of disciplined
experience.

universally
These

study and

And that is the only ,.,gy they can be

learned.

-14-

But the scientific

method simply does not exist

11

mind.

He is either

ignorant

of it,

or he disregards

fore,

no quack is able to convince thoughtful,

tists

and doctors

be convinced,
are faulty,
clusions

of his claims,

in the quack
it.

1bere-

competent scien-

not because they don't want to

as the quack charges,

but because his observations

his evidence is unreliable,

and because his con-

are UllJustified.

"The quack scoffs

at scientific

does not present

rules

in another respect:

his evidence freely

to his professional

associ-

ates for critical

evaluation.

public at large.

This technique

tist

engaged in a.n honest search for truth ••••

or physician

He offers

he

his claims only to the

is used by no bona f'ide scien-

The quack chooses to ignore ••• orthodox methods of disclosing
cancer treatment.
best qualified

He avoids the Judgment or scrutiny
to evaluate

his

of those

his claims •••.

"Although the quack bypasses the usual channels of medical communication,

he does not dare admit it.

is to cover up his defection
effect

that he can't

is a vicious
efforts
that

get a ~earing,

corporation

doctors actually

a hue and cry to the

that the medical profession

which deliberately

to save suffering

recognition

by raising

His unvarying technique

obstructs

his

humanity from the scourge of cancer,

conspire

of new discoveries

among themselves

to prevent

the

which would mean loss of income

to them ••••
"If such allegations
follow that

were not wholly irresponsible,

"organized

it would

medicine" is a good deal better

ized than it has been heretofore.

After all,
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it failed

organ-

to

suppress insulin,
vaccine,
tively

sulfa drugs, penicillin,

and an impressive

list

cortisone,

of other agents which effec-

combat illness ••.•

'The qua.ck tactic

of accusing the medical profession

ness,

conspiracy,

collusion,

quacks suffer
persecution

and avarice

strongly

from an emotional disturbance

of unfairsuggests

that

known as the

complex.

"And there are likely
classic

polio

quack.

to be other personality

Dishonesty is one of them.

deviations

in the

It may be deliberate

as when a promise is made to cure cancer with a

dishonesty,

remedy which the quack knows himself to be 100 percent worthless.

Or

the dishonesty

may stem from a disorder

well known to

psychiatrists

and psychologists:

absence of moral sense.

sis added)

The person so afflicted

cannot distinguish

truth

and falsehood.

He believes

the truth

{Empha-

between

to be what he wants

to believe ••••
"Another quack quality
good as his method.
avoid regular

is the one-track

mind •..• Nothing is as

t.t>st quacks admonish their

doctors at all

patients

to

costs .••• (and) the importance

of money in quack medical practice

makes it essential

that

the quack maintain a monopoly on his treatment.

Therefore,

quack medicines

secrets

.
and methods compounding them are

known only to their

promoters ••.•

'\1ha.tever the quack' s medicine lacks in the way of actual
effect

on cancer,

He is the original
and overoptimism,

he makes up for.with
personality

boy.

his bedside manner.
He is long on Jocularity

short on candor and caution.
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He promises to

deliver
t,r~

what no prudent doctor "toroulddare even hope for."

the reader may aak, doea the quaclc succeed in wooing suckera?

As Dr.

Cameron concludes:
plus his promise to save the life

"His warmth and geniality,

who has been told by honest doctors

the patient
get well,
treated

plus his denunciation
the patient,

"So it

is only rarely

of the doctors who previously

of affection

that the family

to testify

and his

and loyalty.
of the patient

plain of the outrage committed on them.
willingness

that he cannot

binds the quack to the patient

family with strong ties

of

in court against

,,rill com-

Even rarer
their

1s their

great,

good

quack."

nr.

Cameron has struck at one of the cardinal

in any legal
of routing

framework to assault

its victims.
individuals

or curb quackery.

cancer quacks in california,

must contend with the protective

it -- or prevent others

The painstaking

task

as permitt-ed under the cancer I.Aw,

mechanism quackery tends to impose upon

Deception cuts deep, guilt
would rather

problems encountered

live with their
from f'allins

perhaps deeper; many culpable
deception

than see an end to

into the ·same trap.

It is a hard

matter to admit that you have been duped.
Are there

some people more prone to seek quackery, more gullible?

.uat us briefly
quackery.

examine the characteristics

Perhaps there are some commonthreads

which make them more susceptible
fraudulence,

of persons responsive

for that matter.

the most current

reference

-- personality

to medical chicanery,

to
traits

or other types of

There is some evidence in the literature,

an article

Victims of Medical Quackery," by

entitled

"Phy People Become the
3

nr. v.w. Bernard.
-17-

"The most basic and generic emotional source of vulnerability
quackery is some form of fear,

from the individual's
and indirect

survival,
vators

Fears of death and of' physical

and weakness, with corresponding

intactness,

and strength

of human behavior.

viduals,

based on their

characteristically
readily

even when this may be deeply bidden

own awareness and is expressed in disguised

forms.

incapacitation

or mental

longings

are universally

personality

they may feel vulnerable
stresses

for

powerful moti-

among indi-

There is enormous variation

development, as to how they

cope with threatening

as extraordinary

to

life

situations

and how

in the face of ordinary

of life.

For the susceptible,

seems to offer magically potent defenses against

~swell
quackery

their

deepest

fears ••••

''Amongthose most receptive
adults

in whom childish

along with an excessive
a corresponding
protect

to the false

appeals of quacks are

forms of magical thinking
inner sense of their

exaggeration

tend to persist,

own vulnerability

of the power of others to harm or to

them ••••

"••• Susceptibility
by the brevity

to the false

lures of the quack is intensified

of contact and impersonality

that bas come to

characterize

a good deal of modern medical practice.

relationship

between doctor and patient

strategic

and

opportunity

at times of illness

emotional needs of the patient

provides

The personal

a potentially

for meeting the related

and thereby reducing his turning

toward quackery.
"We should recognize
different

a rather

wide spectrum of psychologically

types of people among those who a.re especially

-l.8-

prone to

the illusory

appeal or quackery.

and, by and large,
disease

that his condition

who contracts

individual

is deteriorating

a

cure, or
seriously,

medical care, may seize upon any promise of hope -- no

matter how farfetched
authorities
believe

well-educated

for which there is as yet no known scientific

who recognizes
despite

well-adjusted

An intellisent,

and no matter how· discredited

on the basis of scientific

in a therapeutic

seems to be failing,
intelligence
Thus, faith

miracle,

evidence.

The need to

when medical science

can be so strong that

into twisting

by medical

the facts

it drives

to fit

is or
one's

emotional necessity.

in the quack, under such conditions,

can be main-

tained without too much offense ~o reason by mobilizing

such

arguments as: the quack may have hit upon something of which
medical science

is still

ignorant;

the quack is a genius who is

too far ahead of his time to be accorded recognition;
is a great healer who is the victim of organized
vindictive
and so on.

jealousy
Clearly,

or protection

medicine's

of a professional

the psychological

situation

the quack

monopoly,
is very differ-

ent for those who turn to,.,ard quackery in extremis when medicine
is impotent than for the majority

of those on whose gullibility

and ·weakness quackery trades."
Dr. Bernard suggests

that quackery appeals to emotionally

alities,

and to persons prone to hopelessness,

futility

in the profound sense.

that

"converts"

experiencing

More remarkable,

to quackery -- persons crusading

are very often the same persons who fervently
programs under medical auspices.

nr.

isolation

or

Bernard observes

unpopular movements

oppose certain

Many of the persons

-19-

immature person-

health

assuming irrational

anxiety

over water fluoridation,

polio vaccinations

grams are the same ones attracted
'To some individuals
the well-qualified

to quack medical practices.

who are especially
licensed

and mental health pro-

prone to irrational

physician may represent

and malevolent magician armed with mysterious

who promises to purity
all perils
Finally,

of life."

1

strengthen,

a terrifying

poisons,

the quack may be perceived as the counteracting

fears,

whereas

benevolent

rescuer

and provide immunity against

(mnphasis added)

Dr. Bernard S'\J88ests that yet another segment of the population,

motivated by intense

and long standing "antiestablishment"

feelings,

tends

to champion the quack.
In this most heterogeneous
destined

to deceive,

And, regretably,
likely

of worlds, there are individuals

to live by preying on the human fallibility

they can find ample soil on which to forage.

that there will always be individuals

unable to help themselves,
mysteries

willing

a moral responsibility,

truths

as well as more feasible.

false

or unsolved

armada of cancer quacks operating

-20-

to th,~art

lures.

It is also

But, it should be real-

ized that the cancer I.aw is a modest beginning against
successful

It seems

It seems more reasonable

to stop the menace which offers

of others.

to be deceived or

unable to face unpleasant

such as the cancer riddle.

medical chicanery,

who are

a diffuse,

in California.

highly

CBAPl'ER4
SURVIVAL
l'RCII CAICIR: TREATED
AID UN'l'llATIDPATimM

ot cancer 11 that it

One obvious manifestation

fact which overawes and even intimidates

and opponents

survival

of the inclusion

undergoing conventional

to the cancer patient

especially

to conventional

doeo not result

be detrimental

or mutilation

therapy and toxic reactions

claim, it should be asserted

vhen the condition

methods ot treatment,

where conventional
It is indisputable

is detected

does occur.

treatment

second leading cause·ot

death in Calitornia

the longer life

due to
from hor-

that

survival

early and submitted

In tact,

survival

from

for accessible

that the numbers of persons who have cancer or may
cancer baa risen

increase

to him

has been applied.

have it are increasing.

this

because

of which are

cancer has improved in the past tew decades, in particular
sites,

figures

or chemotherapy.

In response to the first
from cancer,

(metastasis)

survival

are misleading

treatment

but may, in tact,

"burning" from irradiation

monal treatment

treatment

claim that conventional

because ot the spread of the disease
surgery,

'!hey claim that

of skin cancer casea, a large proportion

They further

in benefit

ot conventional methods ot cancer therapy argue

from cancer is not poasible.

for cancer patients

curable.

It 1a thia tact which

mentioned by Dr. Bernard.

Critics
that

1111ey people.

It 1• this

kill.

tor being: he can assume the role ot the

gives the cancer quack his r••on
"rescuer"

~

-- in absolute

in importance:

it is~

and in the nation.

numbers -- is due to increased

of that population,

communicable and r.hildh()t')d ~is~aa~e

the
Much ot

population,

and

since maey more persons survive the
whir.h t.nok sur.h a heavy toll

past.
-21-

in times

---------

in numbers ot persons artected

Despite the increaee
past generation,

noticeable

This information

is based on over ll0,000

fornia Tumor Registry.

changes in death rates

substantially

stomach and uterus have also declined;

test

in conventio~l

to the C&li-

tor men,

as a cause of death during the

breast

For women, cancer
cancer increased,

It is believed that early detection,

for example, has appreciab~

improv~nts

cancer cases reported

while lung cancer has increased.

194o has declined.

from cancer are evident.

Figure 1 and Table l demonstrate that,

stomach cancer has declined
past 35 years,

by cancer in the

but since

through the Papanical6ou

trom cervical

lowered mortality

thc.rcpy have influenced

of the

CUlCU';

improvement in breast

ca.ncc:r.
SUrvival, however, is the key to whether knowledge, early detection
and appropriate

treatment

can make a difference.

1942 through 1956, the relative
cancer indicate
often fatal
able.

five-year

As shown in Table 2, from

survival

tor maey sites

rates

improvement: even tor lung cancer, a condition

survival

by the time it is detected,

survival

for five years is achiev-

SUrvival improvement 1s most marked in the accessible

treatment

ot

can be effective

especially

sites,

if the cancer is recognized

where
early

and brought to orthodox treatment.
Survival is related
ized or metastasized,)and
obtained,

social

the willingness
the five-year

to the site of the cancer,

to such socioeconomic factors

as where care is

class and health knowledge of the patient
to a·ccept treatment.

relative

survival

Table 3 shove that,

and, of course,
for some sites,

rate has improved over the 15-yea.r period,

1942-1956, when cancer is localized.
localized

the stage (whether local-

cancer of the cervix uteri

of the PalaJlicaleou early detection

t,k)st marked is the improvement for
and ~orpuR uteri,
test.
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supporting

the merits

Another ,.,ay or stating

can be expected to l\lrvive

100 cancer patients

4

diagnosis.
the sites

But the raage ot survival

of akin, uterus and breast

bladder., large intestine,

kemia (4-8 percent).
the five year survival

Five-year

the stomach (28 percent)

cancer,

rates tor all

Over the period., 1942-1956,it is possible

to diagnostic

diagnosis

and treatment

Cancer quackery's

are substantially

and treatment

educa-

services,
the rate

stage -- when chances for

When persons are deterre·d from receiving

tor cancer,

most flagrant

seeking proper diagnosis

atage have increased.

promise for increasing

at which cancers are diagnosed at a localized

survival

sound

cannot be expected to improve.

abuse 1s that persons are deterred

and treatment

trom

-- and that chances for survival

impaired.
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4

are greatest.

With public and professional

the next decades should show even greater

survi v.al ere the greatest.

stages combined.

to observe that the pro-

of cancer casea diagnosed at a localized

accessibility

cancers of

are low, but are almost

the chances of survival

and increased

are as high

the rates

Surely, when cancer is localized.,

tion,

with localized

tor localized

rates

and lung (16 percent)

4) This is encouraging.

and

of cancer combined,

but tor patients

cervical

survival

sites

all

survival

(See Table

tor

somewhat less tor

three times higher than five-year

portions

is greatest

is 1°'1 tor stoma.ch, lung and leu-

cases,

uterine

five years after

ovary, Hodgkin's disease

rate is 59 percent;

cancer and localized

ae 72 and 73 percent.

(44-66 percent);

survival

For localized

at least

11 wide: survival

rectum, prostate,

lymphosa.rcoma.(22-32 percent);

breast

improvement is that 33 out or every

survival

nsure

1
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United States, 1910-1940, and unpublished tabulations.
U.S. Bureau of the Census. Vital Statistics
of the United Stg.-t.-~s,
1900-194o.
.
State of California,
Department of Public Health, Death Record3.
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TABLE
1
AGE-AnJU&l'Elf'
CANCER
DF.ATH
RATES
SELECTED
SITES BY SEX

CALIFORNIA,
1910-1964

SITE ANDSEX

1910

2

1920

4.6

4.5

52.3
42.5
66.1

61.1
61.7
60.7

b
b

b
b
b

e

b

19.0

33.4
30.5
23.9

b
b

b
b

b

b

Male

b
b

Female

b

b
b
b

30.6
b

1 The Indirect Method of adjustment
taken as the standard.
Ex.eludes Hodgkin's

disease

Excludes pancreas,

b

Deaths are not separately

c

Includes duodenum.

d

Projected

Source:

1960

d

1964

4.9

3.9

60.2
64.6
55.6
27.3C

54.4
62.6
46.6c
20.6
26.4~
15.1
34.1
25.2
27.9
8.6
13.3
3.9
6.5

b

b

35.7
29.6
26.5
5.0

7.0

2.a
b
b
b

9.7
3.3

3.0

3.0

41.7 38.2
49.1 45.4
35.3 32.0
9.0
12.5
16.9 11.7
6.6
8.5
25.8 20.7
17.2 12.3
25.2 23.1
13.3 . 20.4
22.8
36.5
6.o
4.7
18.9
11.7
19.9 34.2
4.2
5.6

35.8

2.9

was used with United States

41.9

30.2
7.5
10.0
5.2
15.7
10.7
21.7
23.9
4o.6

7.7

22.4
38.2
7.3

194o rates

and leukemias.

a few male deaths.

a

Note:

1950

71.8 102.3 JJ2.6 124.2 119.6 131.4 129.8
130.6 133.6 136.3 128.5 111.9 104.2 100.9

Buccal cavity and Pharynx
Digestive Organs and
Peritoneum
Male
Female
Stomach
Male
Female
Female Genital Organs
Uterus
Breast3
Respiratory System
Male
Female
Trachea, bronchus and lung

3 Includes

1940

96.7 116.6 123.9 126•.l 115.3 116.6 114.o

All Sites
Male
Female

2

1930

civilian

Rates are per

esophagus and unspecified

digestive

organs.

classified.

population
100,000 total,

in California

1964 used to calculate

rates.

male or female population.

National Office of Vital statistics.
Vital statistics
of the Unite1
States, 1910-4o, and unpublished tabulations.
u.s. Bureau of the Census. Vital Statistics Rates of the United
States, 1900-4o.
State of california
Department of I ublic Health. Deatl-1Records.
1
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TABLE 2

TRENDIN FIVE-YFARREIATIVE SURVIVAL
RATES
1
MALEANDFEMALE
CANCER
CASES,ALLSTAGESCOMBINED

CALIFORNIA,
1942-1956

FIVE-YEAR
REIATIVESURVIVAL
RATE(Percent)
SITE

Female

Male

i942-46
All Sites

1947-51 1952-56

1942-46

1947-51

1952-56

29.2

36.2

32.9

37.6

47.5

46.9

2.3
36.6
7.0
22.3
22.8

4.5
41.2
10.7
33.4
31.7

4.5
46.J
10.1
33.8
38.0

4.8

7.4

9.1

1.4

1.4

1.3

SELECl'EDSITES
Lung
I.arymc

Stomach
Large intestine
Rectum
Pancreas
Breast
Cervix uteri
Corpus uteri
Ovary

-

Prostate
Kidney

Bladder
Skin, other than
melanoma
Leukemia

-

-

9.5
26.1
28.4

13.3
37.4
36.5

4.o

2.0
57.0

2.6
57.5
63.2
67.3
23.2

-

-

.30.8
29.9

25.6
41.0

35.4
42.3

84.6
6.4
---- --

94.2

86.;
5.1

35.4
22.7
32.6

37.9
2a.3
42.a

39.4
25.5
48.3

84.8
7.1

89.7
5.1

81.9
6.7

,,,,.,'f:C"'1/lfE

1ttr:

na Not available.

ON

Includes

-

~

-

6.o

-·-•

. ---·-•- ......

>t

'17 -,.,

ec:,,r;,:,;

in situ cancer.

Note: Rates were calculated
less than 10 percent.

54.5

67.1
25.7

-

-··

1

~a

a.a
40.4
40.1

50.5
39.8
50.7
23.8

-

-

na.

na

7.2~

by the actuarial

l.. ,, /V ~ ~

" '/.

method and have standard

Source: State of california
Department of Public Health, california
Registry.
cancer Registration and Survival in California.
Berkeley, 1963.
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errors

Tumor

of

TABLE3
TRENDIN FIVE-YFAR
REIATIVE
SURVIVAL
RATES-1
MALE
ANDF1!MALE
CANCER
CASES,IDCALIZED
STAGE9"
CALIFORNIA,
1942-1956

FIVE-YFAR
REIATIVE
SURVIVAL
RATE(Percent)

A.ll Sites

Female

Male

SITE

1942-46

1947-51

1952-56

1942-46

1947-51

1952-56

62.9

68.8

62.9

66.2

77.8

77.2

7.6

15.0

15.4
64.5a
37.4

na

32.4

na

D8

42.9

na

20.3
na

35.9
na
32.6

na

na

na

na

o.o

8.7
82.7
76.3
84.9
61.1

8.1
82.1
85.2
83.0
62.8

SELECTED
SITES
Lung

I.aryruc
Stomach
Large intestine
Rectum

Pancreas
Breast
Cervix uteri
Corpus uteri
Ovary
Prostate
Kidney
Bladder
Skin, other than
melanoma.
Leukemia

na.

na

19.9
na
na

40.2
na
na

2.6

3.a

--

3.7

-

-

na

,.,..·v

--

-

-

75.8
60.0
70.0
62.3

57.0
41.4
46.3

57.7
51.6
58.8

56.7
51.0
65.1

55.6
43.9

46.4
60.2

62.1
65.4

92.9

91.6

84.3

89.8

96.5

88.8

-

-

-

-

-

·-4--- ---·---

-

-

....--··--•-·-· ---

-

-

-····

na Not available.
1

a

Note:
Source:

Includes situ cancer.
Includes cases 1942-56
Rates were calculated by the actuarial
of less than 10 percent.

method and have standard errors

state of California
Department of Public Health, California
Registry.
cancer Registration
and Survival in California.
Berkeley, 1963.
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Tumor

-

TABLE
4
PERCENTLOCALIZE~
CANCm CASESBY SEX ANDTIME PERIOD

CALIFORNIA,
1942-1956

1942-46

SITE

I.

1941-51
BOTHS~ES

1
All Sites , Excluding Skin
Accessible sites, excluding
Inaccessible
sites

35.2
41.4
29.7

skin

39.3
47.4
32.6

41.1

51.6
33.1

MALE
1

All Sites,
Excluding Skin
Accessible sites, excluding
Inaccessible
sites

skin

34.2
46.o

37.0
51.2

37.4
53.9 ·

28.0

30.3

30.2

FEMALE

------------------·.
44.o
41.0
35.9

1

All Sites,
Excluding Skin
Accessible sites, excluding
Inaccessible
sites

skin

31.5

-------------·-----------·---·--*
1

Includes

50.6
36.6

45.7
35.3

39.3

--

-- ..

.

in situ.

Excludes malignancies

of the lymphatic and hematopoietic

tissues.

Source: State of california
Department of Public Health, California
Tumor Registry.
cancer Registration
and Survival in California.
Berkeley, 1963.
In response
considerable
clusion
alter

to other

claims made by opponents to conventional

data are available.

First,

of skin cancer cases in survival
survival

rates

(See Table

tabulations
calculations

that

the in-

does not substantially

5). Of great importance to the entire

of cancer quackery -- and choice of therapeutic
ment can be effective.

indicate

therr:-i,TY,

Table 6 indicates
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that

issue

methods -- is whether treatfor all

stages

of cancer,

in

beth males and females,

si tt:is, have a better
Furthermore,
survival

treated

and untreated

chance tor aurvi val than those which are unt1·~~tea .•

ae might be expected, localized

rates

cas~s ~cmbined,by selected

than cases with regional

cases of c,mcer have b~~t-=:•i·

or greater

spread in the body (see

7 and 8). Even with regioMl spread of the disease,

Tables

among cases receiving

far greater

( See Table 9) •

are untreated

treated

"'ith

treated

by conventional

localized

useless

aurvival

treatment than among those cases which
cases and, by the same token,

Untreated

remedies have a smaller chance of survival
therapy -- regardless

to one site or spread regionally

least

Tumor Registry,

cases

than those

ot whether the disease is

(See Table 10).

The data used in the tables are derived from three sources:
California

is

which records and analyzes information

the
on at

one-third

of all cancer case_s in the state.5; the paper, "Survival
in Untreated and Treated Cancer," by nr. Michael B. Shimkin6; and the

report,

End Results and Mortality Trends in Cancer, issued by the National
Cancer Institute. 7 l)lta tor this latter report are b~sed on cases from

more than 250 hospitals

in the United States.

Table 5 shows that the influence

of including

Aurvival rates tor skin

cancer with those tor all sites and stages combined is very slight.
observed five-year
pP-rcent in localized
Fc.::rall

stages

survival

The

rate is increased trom 55.6 percent to 58.6

cases when survival

trom skin cancer is inclu~~d.

ot cancer, the increase is trom 29. l percent to 33. C per••

cent.
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TABLE
5
FIVE-YFAR
OBSERVED
SURVIVAL
RATES
CANCER
CASES,ALLSTAGES
ANDLOCALIZED
CALIFORNIA
TUMOR
RIDISTRY1942-46

Site

All St,ages
SUrvival
Number
cases
(Percent)

Lo C ali ze d
Number SUrvival
{Percent)
cases

All sites

110,229

33.0

43,996

5a.6

Excluding skin
except melanoma

97,826

29.1

33,oo8

55.6

Skin*

12,403

65.1

10,988

67.9

*Data for skin are for skin other than melanoma.
Source: State of CSlifornia Department of Public Health, california
Registry.
Cancer Registration
and Survival in California.
ley, 1963.
Table 6 shows five-year
The first

group consists

survival

of untreated

compared to groups of treated
to state

cancer registries

sites

of cancer,

not including

by the relatively

for three

cases reported

and untreated

ported

unaffected

rates

groups of cancer patients.
by Forber. 8

(most were treated)

in Connecticut
skin,

are shown.

favorable

survival

Tumor
Berke-

These are
cases re-

and california.
Therefore,
rates

Thirteen

the rates

of patients

are

with skin

cancer.
SUrvival rates
cases which survived
tion of the disease.
untreated

at least

group reported

yielding

the proportion

five years -- due to natural
sites

by Connecticut

differences

for cancer of' several

of 21 percent
to the two state
inaccessible
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survival

or du~t-.-

with 27 percent

and 29 percent

reported

and 23 percent
registries,
sites

of thes~

an average of 6 percen·t of

This compares unfavorably

Among cases reported
rates

cases indicate

For the 13 selected

cases survived.

the entire
fornia,

for untreated

for

by Cali-

respectively.

five-year

-- stomach, lung,

sur~,J.ve.l
ee.oph~-:~1s

and pancreas -- were leH than 8 percent but tor the other Dine sites
from about 21 percent to 52 percent.
the untreated

W1thout exception,

the experience of

,!2!!! ot the patients

cases was very much worse.

rang~d

with

cancer

of the lung, eaopbagus and pancreaa, and tewer. than 2 percent ot the stomach
cancer patients,
untreated

surv1ved tor tive yea.re.

The highest survival rate among

cases occurred for cancer ot the breast:

20 percent.

But this

compares unfavorably with 46 percent and 50 percent ot registry
These ditterencea
untreated

are even more striking

cases.

than shown because the survival

cases dates from the onset of ayu;,toms while registry

ot

cases date

from time of diagnosis.
treated
represent

Shimkin has calculated that this favors the un"'
group by 5·.3 months. 0 (The cases trom the California TUmorRegistry

65 percent ot all cases reported t~r the period 1942-56 in C&l1-

forn1a or 73 percent it akin cancer except melanoma is excluded.)
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TABLE
6
OBSERVED
FIVE-YEAR
SURVIVAL
RATES
COMPARISON
OF UNTREATED
CANC!Jt
PATIEfll'S
WITHTHOSEOF REDI&rRY
CANCEPATIIRTS,COINECrICUl'
ANDCALIFORNIA
untreated

Connecticut

caaea

Organ
Cervix
uteri

C8l1fornia

1942-56*

1947-51*

1928-29N'

Numbereases

Percent

Percent

1.5

2.7

1,117

52.5

7,814

50.7

517

20.1

2,916

46.2

13,525

49.7

laryruc

26

o.o

227

37.3

1,192

35.2

Bladder

33

9.1

759

30.2

4,290

32.4

Large
ihtestine

13

o.o

2.,208

29.0

8.,094

28.5

Ruccal
cavity

91

2.2

666

25.6

5,048

46.6

Rectum

95

5.3

1.,497

25.3

5,762

27.5

Ovary

26

o.o

629

23.9

2,711

22.4

Prostate

30

6.7

1,184

20.6

5,848

25.3

228

1.8

1,518

5.7

6,793

7.9

Lung

45

o.o

1,203

4.1

6,666

4.2

Esophagus

57

o.o

364

3.0

1,244

l.?

Pancreas

73

o.o

490

1.4

2,747

1.5

14.,778

27.0

71, 731~

29.2**

B"'.'east

Stoma.ch

Numbercases

Percent

NumberCases

Survival

13 sites

1,369

6.o**

*

In the untreated cases survival 1s measured from date of onset of symptoms rather
than date of diagnosis as in the Connecticut and California
cases.
They, ther~fore, have a mean survival advantage of 5.3 months over cases observed from dete
of diagnosis.
** Adjuc~ed to the distribution by site as found in Connecticut. (Weighted average)
Sources: Forber, J.E. in Shimkin, M.D., et al.
Survival in Untreated and
!Teated cancer.
Annals Int Med 45:255-67, 1956.
u.s. Department of Health., Education., and Welfare, Public Health
Service.
End Results and Mortality Trends in Cancer. NCI Monograph
No. 6. Washington, 1961.
State of California Department of Public Health, california
Tumor
Registry.
Cancer Registration
and Survival 111 California.
Berkeley,
~~-

.
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Conventional medicine has long recommended frequent physical

and early diagnosis and treatment of malignant disease.

~bile

in observed five-year

still

localized

survival

stage.

esophagus and lllllg 1 where survival
treatment,

rates

for malignant

compared with malignant disease

spread beyond the localized

Although localized

synonymous, Table 7 sho,.,s the substantial

and early cancer are not neceHarily
increase

examination

treated

disease treated
after

it has

Even for cancer of the prostate,
rates are poor regardless

stomach,

of stage or

there is a marked advantage tor treatment begun while still

local-

ized.
TABLE 7

OBSERVED
FIVE-YEAR
SURVIVAL
RATES,SELECTED
SITES
COMPARlSON
OP CASESLOCALIZED
ANDRBlIONAL
STAGES,·
BYSEX.

ENDRESULTS
GROUP,1950-57
Organ**

Male
Regio

PP.rcent
Cervix uteri*

74 ·

40

Breast

72

42

Bladder

52

18

55

18

large
intestine

51

26

61

31

Rectum

51

21

57

28

6o

24

Ovary
Prostate

34

20

Stomach

30

9

31

10

14

4

31

7

3

2

13

6

Esophagus

*Al1 histological
types.
,..Buccal cavity, larynx and pancreas not listed in NCI monograph.
Source: u. s. Department of Health, Education, and T,yelfare, Public
Health Service.
End Results and Mortality Trends in Cancer.
NCI Monograph No. 6. Washington, 1961.
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A aimU.ar trend in C&lltornia is shovn in Table 8.
the calitornia

Tumor Regiatry,

survival

is substantially

ized caaes when compared with all stages,
ible sites,

cervix uteri

Usi~

data trom

greater

moat aigniticantly

in local-

in the access-

and breast.

TABLE
8
OBSERVED
FIVE-YEAR
SURVIVAL
RATE'S,SELECTED
SITES
COMPARIS01'
OF CASES,LOCALIZED
ANDALL8rAG~
BC11'B
SEXES, TRF.ATED
AlID UrtrREATED

CALIFORNIA,
1942-56
N

7,814

50.7

13,525

49. 7

4,290

32.4

IArge Intestine

8,094

28.5

Rectum

5,762

27.5

Cervix uteri

3,828

Breast

5,204

72

Bladder

2,465

46.4

I

73.1

672

58.0

2,711

22.4

Prostate

2,492

38.1

5,848

25.3

. Stomach

864

27.9

6,793

7.9

Lung

833

15.8

6,666

4.2

Esopbagua

224

4.o

1,244

1.2

Pancr••

316

3.9

2,747

1.5

IAryDX

516

52.7

1,192

35.2

2,805

67.1

5,048

46.6

ovary

Buccal cavity

*Includes localized.
**localized disease in large intestine
and rectum not tabulated.
Source: State ot Calitornia Department of.Public Health, California
Tumor Registry.
cancerReg;l.atration and SUrvival in calitornia,

Berkeley, 1963.
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Table 9 sh0t1s that the five-year

survival

rates

for untreated

cases

are much amall.er than for those vho alrea.dJ bave a spread of disease
stage at time ot initial

beyond the localized

diagnosis

and treatment.

TABLE9

FIVE•YFAR
OBSERVED
SURVIVAL
RATES
CANCER
CASESWITHR!UIONAL
SPRFAD
OF DISF.ASE
AT TIMEOF DIAGNOSIS
ANDTREATMENT
COMPARED
WITHENDRESULTSGROUP,1950-57
AND Ulfl'RF.ATED
CASF.S,
1928-29

Un1reated

Red.OD&.. Sl>read

...

Organ

Cervix
uteri

Male Female

Male

Female

Number cases

SUrvivai
(Percent)

4o

75

2.7

--- -----·--·

·---

3,405

-

-

7,907

-

42

517

20.1

972

359

18

18

33

9.1

Large
intestine

1,800

2,221

26

31

73

0

Rectum

1,453

1,236

21

28

95

5.3

825

-

24

26

0

20

-

30

6.7

Bladder

Ovary

-

Prostate

1,489

-

Stomach

1,636

809

9

10

228

1.8

Lung

2,943

452

4

1

45

0

578

144

2

6

57

0

Esophagus

.

SUrvival (Percent)

...

Breast

,,.

NumberCases

HBuccal cavity, larynx and pancreas not listed in NCI monograph.
Sources: u.s. Department ot Health, Education, and welfare, Public
Health Service.
End Results and Mortality Trends in cancer.
NCI No. 6 Washington, 1961.
Forber, J.E. in Shimkin, M.D., et al.
Survival in Untreated
and Treated cancer.
Annals Int Med 45:255-67, 1956.
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In Table 10, the survival
in all
rates

stages treated
of untreated

shove that,

rates ot cancer patients

conventionally

by different

This tabulation

of malignancy, the

rate atter treatment with either surgery, radiation

survival

or both 1s,

in most cases, tremendously increased over that in the untreated
Amonglocalized

survival

localized

rate tor untreated

greatly

cases-.

Not a single

site

cases than tor conventionally

shows a

treated,

cases.

This reinforces
treatment

group.

cases, the rates are even higher -- in JDa.0¥cases 10 or

more times the rates among untreated
better

and

methods are compared with

cases in all stages ot the disease.

even in the group comprising all stqes

both localized

of localized

the importance
disease

or modern conventional

therapy -- the

in which the chances of survival

are so

increased.

,..
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TABLE
10
nVB-YMR OBBmVED
UVIVAL RATES
tJRl'REA1'ID
AID Dt!A'l'EDCANCE CASES
s~·S!'l'ES,
'mr.ATIDCASIS Br STAGE

Conventional
All Stage,
Organ

untreated

L.VT.reated.

I.Dcalized

SUrgery
Surgery &
Radiation surgery
Radiation Radiation
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent)

surgery
(Percent)

Radiation
(Percent)

Cervix
uteri

86.6

46.5

64.3

91.6

65.4

Bo.3

2.7

Breast

60.3

14.8

47.4

75.4

-

68.5

20.0

Bladder

42.l

8.9

24.7

51.7

-

34.9

9.1

intestine

39.7

o.o

12.0

-

-

0

Rectum

4o.4

12.0

-

-

-

5.3

ovary

37.9

1.3

28.7

6o.3

Prostate

33.3

3.1 .

15.0

4o.3

-

Stomach

18.2

-

-

39.9

-

tuns

l.6.7

0.7

2.3

34.1

3.5

-

3.5

o.o

-

8.9

o.o

-

0

53.9

28.·3

64,l

46.9

-

0

8.8

o.o

-

-

-

-

0

Iarge

Esophagus
IArynx

Pancreas
Sources:

state of california Department ot Public Health, calif'ornia
Registry.
cancer Regi1tration and SUrvival in C&litornia.

1963.
Forber,

J.E.

Clearly,

Let it not be said either

those treated

useless

accea • ible site

1.8
0

Tumor
Berkeley,

survival in Untreated and
Amal.a Int Med 45: 255-67, 1956.

are documented.

Above all,

6.7

trom cancer for period.a ot five years -- or longer --

survival

by

0

in Shimk1n, M.n., et al.

Treated Cancer.

therapy.

59.9

that untreated

methods) ~are better

survival

-- but survival

cases (or similar~,

than those receiving

is optimum when cancer is localized
is possible,
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perhaps for shorter

conventional
-- in an
periods

of'

time, when diagnosis 11 made at a more advanced stage and ,.,hen known treatment is given.

Each cancer -- in each per1on -- has its own course.

formity is not the rule,

any more than it

'l'hia·idea alone should deflate

Con-

is in other bodily dysfunction.

the quack who feels confidence in "curing"

all cases which come his way.
".

TREATMENT
OF IllrERRAL
METASTASIZED
CANCm
It has been stated by those opposing orthdox forms ot therapy (surgery,
radium, X-radiation,

hormonal or chemotherapy) that there is not one docu-

mented case of cured internal
patient

ha.a

been treated

metastasized

cancer on record where the
9
orthodox methods.
The tacts dis-

with so-called

prove this claim.
The following examples are but a tew trom existing

documentation.

In 1956, Li, Hertz and Spencer reported the effect

of methotrexate

therapy on the clinical

course and urinary excretion

ot chorionic gonad.o-

tropin in tvo patients with choriocarcinama and one with chorio-adenana
10
destruens.
The diagnosis had been established histologica.lly;
the extent
of the disease determined by physical examination and radiological
All three cases had pulmonary metastases.
static

lesions

A reduction

in size ot meta-

and a lowering of elevated urinary chorionic gonadotropin to

normal levels excited the author's

interest

and desire for further

In 1961, Hertz, Lewis and Lipsett reported on 63 patients
equivocal radiological,

had been treated

with methotrexate

a derivative

trophobla.stic

Four tables

of the periwinkle plant.

excerpted trom this latter

diagnosis on admission, Table I; location
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who had un-

11

and/or vincaleuco-

The urinary hormonal

evaluation
stu~

dis-

tumors among womenwho

(Ml'X) (amethopterin)

level was used as a major SUide in clinical

stuey.

evidence ot metastati~

hormonal, or clinical

ease due to choriocarcinoma or related

blastine,

survey.

and

therapy.

are sh°'.,n here: histologic

ot metastatic

disease,

Table II;

response to therapy., Table III; and duration

disease),

ot remiaeions

(periods

free ot

Table IV.
Table I. Histological
diagnosis on admission
in 63 womenwith metastatic trophoblastic
disease.
·
Choriocarcinoma
44
Chorioadenoma destruens
10
Bydatid mole
5
Syncytial enometritis
1
Trophoblastic nodule
1
2
Decidual tissue
Table II. Findings on admission in
women with metastatic trophoblaatic
disease.
Pulmonary
metastases
PelVic mass
Vaginal metastases
Intracranial
metastases
~-,el metastases

63

52
19

18
6
3

Response to chemotherapy in 63
with metastatic trophoblastic
(1955to 1960)

Table III.
patients
disease

~

plus

.MTX VLB*
No evidence

disease
Persistent
Dead after

of
disease·:
remis-

sion

28

2

2

5

16

6

Total

· 30 .{47. 5'1,)
7 ( 11.0',t,)

4**

rteen
-resistant
pat ens receive
VLB; 5
showed some regression of tumor and, in 2 of these, complete remission ,-,as obtained;· the remaining 8 showed no
response.
-IHt'l'bree
died too early during the course ot therapy to
permit evaluation of response.

Table IV. Duration of 30 complete
remissions*
4 to 5 years
3
3 to 4 years
3
2 to 3 years
7
1 to 2 years
13
1 year
4 .
.
.
e term "complete remission" indicates total absence
of evidence ot residual disease by physical., radiological,
and
hormoDS.l examination (Compiled as of Oct. 30, 1960).

wo
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These data ,.,ere compiled on October 30, 1960. As of June l, 1961, no
patient

reported with total

Aleo reported

remie11on bad experienced a relapse.

1n 1961, 19naban, Benitez o.nd Estrella

treated

12 cases

by inten1ive therapy-~ith methotrexate after hyster12
salpingo-oophorec~.
Five (41 percent) cases, all

of chorioepithelloma
ectomy and bilateral

with pulmonary metastaaes,

lhowed ccmpl.eteremission for three years at

time of reporting.
In April
aatat1c

1964,Hertz,

diseaee,

13

on lll

cases with met-

diasnosis

of cboriocar-

Ro•• and I,1.paett reported

Of theae, 75 bad a histolosic

cinoma and 36 of cborio-adeDCD&destruena or other related
origin.

blast1ne,

All were .treated with methotrexate,

initially

or in combination.

72 cases (64 percent).

acti~cin

Dor vincaleuco-

canplete remissions occurred in

Six have been in remission

years; 57 for one to four yeara.

forms of like

These reault1

tor more than five

are tabulated

bel°'",.

TABLE
11
USI!ll ~ IN CA.RCEOUS
WOMEN
OORATIOR
OP'72 CCMPLEl'B
RD1ISSIONS
er

Years

!AH than l

9

1

12

2

19

3

11

6

l
2

4
5

15
3

7

Source: Hertz, R., Ross, G,T., Lipsett, M,D. Chemotherapy in womenwith Tropboblutic
Choriocarcinoma, Cborio-adenoma Deatruens, and
CcDplicate4 Bydatiditorm Mole. Ann 1' Y Acad Sc, 114:881-85, 1964.

Di••••:

Manahan, Manuel-Limaon an4 Abad, in 1~4, reported
carcinoma seen before methotrexate

was available,

-Jto-

on 58 cases of cborio-

and 34 cases treated

with

~

methotrexate

alone or combined with surgery.

the 58 caoes (27.5 percent)
or more years.
with surgery,
treatment.
first

treated

group as against

with methotrexate

(64.7 percent) were alive

At time ot reporting,

the known spontaneous clearing

.

of response among patients

treated

hazard of toxicity.

Some internal. metastasized

ot malignant dis-

considering

the min1:D19-l

malignant disease

(orthodox) means.
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group.

with surgery or a variety

or in combination, especially

.

treated

Neither can one disregard the

of chemical agents,

or cured by conventional

alone or combined

the death rates were 72.4 percent of the

ease in an unknown number of cancer cases.

arrested

five

two to five years after

35.2 percent of the methotrexate

One cannot disregard

regularity

In the former group, 16 of

with hysterectomy were alive efter

In the group treated
22 cases

l~

can be

CHAPI'ER5
CLINICALTRIALS IN CANCERTHERAPY.

The Assembly Committee on Public Health in requesting
indicated

that the "central

should be required

this

study,

ot remedies

issue involved is whether testing

before a remedy is banned" under calitornia'

s cancer

Law.
It should be recognized,
remedies is not required
cancer I.aw dictates

at the outset,

under the present

that
law.

that the department (State

"clinical

testing"

of

Section 1704 of the
Department of Public

Health) shall :
(c)

Secure the investigation

and testing

method of preparation, efficacy,
cines,

of' the content,

or use of drugs, medi-

compounds, or deVices proposed to be used, or

used, by aey individual,
other entity

person,

in the State for the diagnosis,

or cure of cancer, prescribe
respect

reasonable

to such investigation

findings

firm, association,

investigation

testing,"

and

of the cancer I.av (Chapter 11), these same alte:rnativ~s
Further

sections

and/or testing

of the present

purposes by experts qualified
Section 1710 states

shall

training

and experience."

imply neither

or value -- nor indictment
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compound,

and bona fide investigational

by scientific

that aey testing

qualifications

Cancer Law exempt from

"any use of any drug, medicine,

or device intended solely for legitimate

a product's

and make

and testing.

Sections 1710 and 1711 specify "investigation~

are restated.

with

of tact and recommendations upon completion of

such investigation

under revisions

treatment,

regulations

and testing,

or

endorsement of

as useless.

In order to conduct testing,- the Department is permitted
deems necessary

or advisable,"

of its own laboratories
hospitals,

to utilize

"the facilities

or other appropriate

cancer research

and nonprofit

National cancer Institute,

It should be reasserted

that prior

and exhaustive

Council and others was considered.
upon animals,
studies.

testing

such testing

a clinical

nicians

data of value.

in California

procedures,
required

included

trial

institutions,

Distinguished

and elsewhere,

.

lengthy tests

analyses

Antitoxins,

and toxicity

the cancer Advisory

conducted in Detroit

some

Testing by the cancer

sometimes duplicating

Government and other research

cancer Institute."

by the cancer Advisory

yea.rs a.go by the wayne County Medical Society.
Ad~isory Council, although

and find-

for use in cancer management

thorough chemical and microbiological

Council reviewed carefully

by the

to the adoption of regulations

In the case of Koch Synthetic

supportive

recognized

the National

banning the six remedies so far prohibited
exacting

clinics,

within the State or the facilities

ings of the Federal Government, including

in California,

and findings

laboratories,

institutes

"as it

the work of the Federal

did provide additional
and countless

scientists

tech-

working under sound scientific

have been involved in meticulous

testing

of the type

by the Cancer I.Av.

Opponents to conventional
lenged tbat

clinical

trials

therapy and to the cancer Law have chal-

should be conducted by the cancer Advisory

Council before an agent is banned.
optimum conditions--

in treatment

Clinical

trials

of any mortal disease

none more so than those recam:nended tor testing
ever, procedures

for the testing

-- under the most

ot potentially

been evolved by the cancer Chemotherapy National
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are difficult;

cancer therapy.
useful

How-

cancer agents have

Services

Center (CCNSC)

of the National

cancer Institute.

Prior to the initiation

of clinical

trials,

the effectiveness

variety

of tumors in experimental

animals (e.g.,

etc.).

Its effectiveness

such an animal screen must be correla-

ted with the toxicity

of the agent or drug is determined against

against

(side effects)

mice, rats,

and/or physiological

compound. Sometimes an agent or drug is additionally
cancer cells

being grown in tissue

pound shows promise of potential
types ot laboratory
for clinical
Clinical
standards

trials,

studies,

culture.

as the result

II and III),

to the compound, and regulations

Phase I studies

and gradually

increased

until

the toxicity,

4

signs of toxicity

disseminated
therapy

(e.g.,

in otherwise

disease

Although the patients

fair4'

selected

(Phase I,
may be terof the patient.
if any, of

are obtained.
who

have advanced or

it is essential

good health and not "terminal."
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for

to those patients

-- no longer amenable to conventional

surgery and irradiation)

are estab-

small doses are used

The nature and purpose of the study is explained
agl ee to participate.

studies

This is to insure the welfare

are concerned with determining

the

are met, the clinical

that the investigation

the compound when given to cancer patients;
initially

suitable

certification

proceeds in three types of sequential

minated at any given time.

of these

regarding

investigators),

~-rhenthese conditions

with the understanding

against

Research of the CCNSC. Certain

lished by the Federal Food and Drug Administration;

investigation

tested

of the

for which have been evolved by the

people who will use the compound (clinical

compliance is required.

action

the compound is then considered

the basic rules

with reference

hamsters,

In the event that the com-

effectiveness

Branch for Collaborative

a

means of
that they be

Pbue II studies are initiated
undesirable

in the event that the toxic and

ot the compoundhave been demonstrated not to be

ettecta

These atudiea are designed to determine ettectivenese

prohibitive.

the compound against various types ot human cancer.
with demonstrated anti-tumor
be initiated

effects

to con;,&re the ettectiveness

tumor compounds or modall tie•

on a double blind

Pbaae III studies may

ot a compoundwith other anti-

ot therapy ot

so that neither

basis,

knows the identity

efficacy

lmov!D

( a minimum ot 14) are

II and In studies.

the investigator

of the compoundadministered

conclusion of the stu~.

case until

For those canpounda

which may be

Thus, Phase III studies are established

used as standards.

patient

in patients,

of

t.rhereaa relatively

preferably
nor the

in any given
few patients

required in Phaae I, many are requ1r·ed in Phase

In the instance of patients

with certain

tumors, years may be required before an accurate evaluation
an evaluation which in

some
cases

types of
can be made --

ia baaed \WOnsurvival.

were t~is same procedure applied to obviously worthless remedies,
a cancer quack could continue to dispense the agent under testing

a number of years: patients
.

.

used

in the

for

test would be depr~ved of

.

approved, orthodox treatment for cancer; the quack would be given license
and the Cancer law greatly weakened in its e~tectiveness.

to flourish;

·The· to\Uldation of science lies

.

.

basis tor hope, established

Without a scientific
ular~
tifiable.

by testing

in observing the rules

on an1DJ&h, clinical

ot evidence.

(in this case) partic-

teating on human beilJgs is unJus-.

·Whenever animal experiments or other means Justify

tions ot favorable benefit
under strict

scientific

to humana, then testing

direction

-- to ascertain

ness.
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expecta-

could be.conducted
degrees

of effective-

--

'l'b1• premise governa scientific

endeavors in all disciplines.

It

11 the toundation upon which vaccines have been developed and new methods
ot medical IIIIJlaSementin the treatment of all manner ot human ills.

It

is the same premise which is applied in space technology and other new
frontiers

ot lalot-rledse.

In considering

the merits of clinical

ing aa well as unlike~
by

nr. ~vid

therapeutic

ot the patient's

reaourcea, personality

position,

ot good

economic

or medical problem, the physician

to do all in his ~1er

Thia is a trust

'First,

to cite:

of symptoms and for restoration

Irrespective

obligated

promis-

entrusts his doctor with his hope tor continuing

aurvival, tor reliet
health.

-- of clearly

agents -- the following statements

Karnotsk;y are appropriate

" ••• A patient

testing

is

to accomplish these ends.

that cannot be violated •.••

nothing should be taken for granted in reviewing the

situation

of a patient

with advanced cancer.

affecting

the survi~

of the patient

treatable

canplications

ted to disseminated

cancer.

can lead to effective
"Secondq,
quate~

or unrelated
A

Serious errors

have been made because
disturbances

careful analysis

of the problem

treatment.

even in advanced cancer, appropriate
supplied,

were attribu-

treat.Jnent, ade-

can produce remarkable results.

experienced in treatiog

physician

cancer can cite moribund patients,

reaaoll&ble hope of help, who responded miraculously

therapy.

Aey

They occur often enough so that,

asgre11ive therapy is indicated.
improvement in survival.)
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beyond

to specific

tor thia reason alone,

(See also Chapter 4 regarding

·

"Third, the vast maJority ot patients
and their

tamiliea

efforts.

The doctor must maintain a positive

To

do leaa

inaiat

are easer to live and they

maydrive

who will satiety

on vigorous and continuous therapeutic

the patient,

attitude.

to a quack

in his desperation,

his need tor active treatment with worthleae

drugs and dishonest promises.
"Finally,

therapeutic

{!mpbasis added)

and perhaps the most important reason for aggressive

treatment

is to avoid defeatism,

which is a major barrier

advances in medical knowledge••• If the doctor attacks
with vigor and optimism, hO¥ever discouraging

each pr.oblem

the outlook, he may

win great victories

and will make tar fewer mistakes

than his dispirited

colleagues.

"A distinction

to

must be made between the application

subsequently.

of established

measures and the uae of experimental drugs or procedures.

The

practitioner

and

should

is only obliged to use conventional

not be

treatment

expected to use·unproven and possible

experimental procedures.

Furthermore, an isolated

cannot produce meaningful data useful in assessing
a method.

In appropriate

to clinical

investigators

centers,

situations,

in specialized

where the new procedures,

can be applied to determine their
situations."(~

patients

):t
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dangerous

clinical

trial

the value ot

should be referred

hospitals

under controlled

or research
conditions,

usetulneas in specific

clinical

- Newmethods of treatment

for cancer are always being considered

Around the world, thousands of scientists

explored.

to this mission.

But they are cautious.

leading research

and medical institutions,

ation,

address themselves

Here, in California,

at our

new methods of surgery,

chemotherapy and hormonal therapy are being investigated

cal trials

are staged -- under strict

scientific

and

rules:

irradi-

and clini-

the rules

of

ev1dence.
Such clinical

trials

measured by complete~
intuition,

mean designing patient

objective

criteria

studies

so that results

can be compared.

Impression,

opinion cannot enter into valid judgments.
new agent or method of cancer therapy must be carefully

Any

ized.

"t-rhenapplied,

tions:

the natural

1t must be evaluated according to three determinacourse of the disease

{cancer),

of advancement; 2) the extent to which existing
influence

the course,

3) the results

scrutin-

its

site

therapeutic

as opposed to giving no treatment

and degree
means can

at all;

and

obtained when proved, orthodox means of therapy are

applied.
In 1964, Dr. Michael Shimkin wrote of the evaluation
" In cancer,

treatment:
by definitive

which is fatal

treatment,

the most obvious first

ation of any new treatment
patient."

with considerable

question

d

in the evalu-

is whether it improves the survival

of the

clinical

skepticism,

testing

of worthless

remedies is regarded

even using animal -- not human -- subjects.

to Dr. Kenneth Ernst dated September 13, 196o, Dr. Alfred

Gell.horn, Professor
Research,

course is interrupte

l

Amongscientists,

In a letter

unless its

of anti-cancer

and Medical Director of the Institute

Columbia University

College of Physicians
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of cancer

and Surgeons, wrote:

'~ •• It is un,,,ise for professional
to set u~ scientific

bodies such as yours to attempt

laboratory

appear-- to be fake remedies.

and clinical
This .position

cause of the very real difficulties
ation of a bona fide drus, both

testing

of what

has been reached be-

in the conduct of an evaluat the experimental

levels ••• A comprehensive laboratory

evaluation

and clinical

of a compound

would require many ttDDOrsand maey an1mals, and I believe
would find it increasingly

difficult

to enlist

the aid of com-

petent laboratory

groups tor this type of scientifical.ly

1 ess investigation

•••• "

On

the matter ot employing human subjects

you

for clinical

profit-

testing

of

fake remedies, Dr. Gellhorn is even more committed:
"••• I completely agree with the proposition ••• that it is thcroughly
indefensible

to subJect_human patients

to trials

of compounds for

which there is neither

experimental nor clinical

evidence of their

usefulness.

I believe that it is far wiser to demand

In short,

of the proponents ot unorthdox remedies that they present

evidence

ot the same type which is demanded by members of the medical profession to substantiate

their

claims that they have an agent or

agents that are useful in the treatment

cancer. "

of clinical

(Em~tiasis added).
underlying Dr. Gellhorn's

.

.

be used in the treatment

statement is this fact:

for any agent to

the rules of evidence must be

of any di~ease,

observed.

If evidence,

collected

systematically,

methods, can be offered for evaluation,
ized according to scientific

standards.
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according to known and approved

then the treatment
To offer inaccurate,

can be scrutinincomplete,

let alone implausible,
urally

documentation of clinical

ot an agent.

exposes the fraudulence

meticuously gathered data from a clinical
along sound scientific

testing

But to extend vell-documented,

trial,

designed and conducted

bases, warrants a reasonable

From many points of view, clinical

testing

hearing.

ot purported vcrthless

If the proponent of

remedies upon human beings is not in sound Judgment.

rules of evidence, he can be expected to

an agent observes traditional
have conducted animal tests
volunteer

and possibly proper clinical

tests

among

humans. This evidence he should offer as pa.rt of that being

reviewed when the agent's

efficacy

is being challenged.

In summary, the foll0t•1ing reasons are given for
clinical

in humans, nat-

tests

~

be conducted prior to banniDg a worthless

requiring

that

remedy under the

Cancer IAw:
1.

It is the responsibility

ot evidence.

his own clinical

scientist

must do.

the legally-constituted
clinical
2.

to observe the rules

The proponent of an agent should be responsible

for presenting
reputable

of a scientist

experience,

Just as any

It is not the responsibility

of

cancer Advisory Council to engage in

research.

Proof of efficacy

should be required under the Cancer !Aw as it

is under the Federal and State Food and Drug regulations.

3. It is improper to deprive individuals
proved forms of therapy.
ical

of access to kno,-,n,

Hence, enlistiJlg

patients

for clin-

studies of untested remedies might not only be unfeasible

but unethical.

4. In a "profitless

investigation,"

subjects would be unlikely;

enlisting

adequate number of

the very requirements
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of Phase I,

II and III

studies

could probably not be reallz.od and hence

such stl.ldiea would b• ot dubious acieDtU'ic

5. Enlisting

clln1cnl

1nveat1gntoro

JWrit.

to comuct auch atudioa ,-ould

The conduct of clim.co.l mediciDe is

be oven morll improbabl\J.

not the province of th• StAte Departmeiit of Public Health or

Hhile other types ot o.mlyacs

the cancer Advisory Council.

tor, 1n compliance ,.,itll section 1711 ot the

may be contracted

cancer I.aw, clinical
lcss

uould be difficult

r~edie&

blu sciontific

6.

Clinico.l
extend

or suspected or 0bvioual3 ,,orth-

studies

to nt,goti,1.t~ ,-.1th oey rcput,::.•

orbc:.1lizution,
eopeciol.1¥ of me.terial

tasting,

uhich is de&i8lled to

must be time-consumine

or salvc'-Le human lives,

if

it

is

reliable.

7.

The costs

of clinical

(Chapter 8), clinical

8.

Natioool

service

ap~utic

properties

a ·•orthl~ss

conducted by the cancer

cost millions

clinical

previousl,y

wo.s directed

challenged

The
o.s

PhiL~ the mecwnism of the cancer

toward him.

for the treatment

for simile.r testing

treatment

described

durillg th~ cours-:.: or a test.

9. If the state undertook to conduct clinical
mitted

o.o~cts

,·ould purmit the proponent of

testing

his business

Chemotherapy

suggesti11G ·cher-

of the Cancer I.aw-would be severe~

he could continu~

lllter

of doll.ors.

,tnd scientific

ethical

r~ioody to operate

effectiveness

IA1·1

tests

Center of materials

Pere the practical,

~bove resolved,

are eXl0rJIOus. As indicated

testiDC

tastitl8

or cancer a precedent

of all

drugs including

of other diseases.
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of a.gents sub-

,-Jould be estebliahed.

those prepared tor the

To perform clinical

the practical,

ethical

to be serious~

investigatory

tests

or worthless

and scientific

remedies on human subjects,

factors

weighted, and solutions

outlined

tound.

above would have

Moreover, the present

body, the cancer Diasnosis and Therapy Evaluation unit

would have to be enlarged and enriched with greatly
At present,

justification

for clinical

testing

increased monies.
of suspe·cted quack

remedies has not been established.

,
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In November, 1956, the Committee on Cancer Diagnosis and Therapy of the
National Academy of Sciences - National Research Council published
of criteria

by which proposed therapeutic

to human cancer could be evaluated.
would ~rmit

scientists

and interpretations
studies.

These criteria

and investigators

to use a single

serve as guidelines

interpretation

procedures

-- achievable

in order to compare the results

These criteria

where objective

and diagnostic

pertaining
standards

set of p:mcedures

of different

evaluation

and determinations

is of special

a statement

in an area

importance.

Technology, even since 1956, has broadened the sc~pe ot cancer therapy.
The entire

field

of chemotherapy, and its benefits

cancers during varying degrees of severity,
Therefore
enough.

the original
The Council,

criteria

on certain

has been enlarged

might, in fact,

include only those cri~eria

ment agents.

Revisions of Criteria

since 1956.

not be thorough or exact

as a body, reviewed and edited

which at present

types of

proposed new criteria

for the evaluation

To Evaluate

Diagnostic

of trea\~
Frocedures

in

Cancer are being contemplated.
This material
undertaken

is provided to define the meticulous

in evaluating

any

form of cancer therapy.

by which bona fide investigators
therapy is beneficial.
of preparation
nical

studies

4uestionable
his privilege

Using such criteria,

and careful

work.

of questionable

time and resources

can critically

an evaluation

In the interim,

remedy would have died of their
as usual,"

Cancer Law would be considerably
proponent of a suspect

These are the criteria

study can take years

applied

to evaluate

cli-

it is obvious that an equal amount of

would be essential.

of "business

which must be

measure whether a form of

Were these criteria

remedies,

analysis

cancers,

and the effective

impaired.

cancer therapeutic
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patients

given the

the quack would maintain
enforcement of the

Under the existing

Cancer Law, a

agent may submit any records of

clinical

trials

of course,
To date,

and

evaluation

studies

contorm to the standards
where clinical

he has conducted.

These trials

approved by the National Research Council.

records have been au-pplied tor evaluation,

not conformed to the standards.

should,

They have been deficient

they have

in detail,

-,bJecti-

vi ty, and reliability.
The term cancer 1s applied to a group ot diseases
tissues

in many body sites.

and

types ot cancer,

n:ore frequent

Much knowledge has been accumulated on the
their

general pattern

of similar

histologic

type generally

individual

variations

in behavior and survival

Therefore,

ot different

rise.

tissues

vary in their

cases the duration

occur, end occasional

may

clinical

cure have been reported.

The section
analyses essential

instances

which follows describes
to evaluate material

Were clinical
these criteria

there are

M:>reover, other forms of

studies

group of diseases.

rate of growth., their

and the multiplicity

missions

advisable,

time.

course,

and

patterns.

types and sites

Even in untreated

for cancer.

follow a predictable

cancer is an exceedingly variable

epread to ditterent

of behavior and the results

Although neoplasms from the same location

of various methods of therapy.

cancer develop different

that arise in different

tendency t:o

of aymptoll18to which may give

of life

may show wide range, re-

ot si:ontaneous regression

the meticulous

criteria

or even

and technical

or a procedure which is therapeutic

ot unproved cancer remedies feasible

would have to be met.
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Neoplasms

and

CRITERIA
fflR EVALUATif'B
OF CANCER
THERAPY
IN MAN
AOOPTED
BY
CANCER
ADVISORY
COUNCIL,S~ATEOF CALIFORNIA,OCTOBER
l3, J.965
A.

Basic Principles
\

tor Evaluation Studies:

.

In investigating
the merit of any new proposal for cancer therapy,
factors must be considered, the following steps are essential:

many

1.

ot the Diagnosis of Cancer, together with information on
Verification
i ta type, site, and extent.
This applies to primary metastatic and recurrent forms of the disease.

2.

Observations on the Effects of the Therapy under Study by treatment of a
sufficient.number
ot patients with cancer, that the nature and cons.istency of the results may be known in comparison with a statist1cally
valid control group.
The number of patients and the period of therapy cannot be determined
until results of preliminary trials are available.

3. Assessment of the Results of the Treatment for each case in relation

to
previous or concomitant other therapy and in comparison with the natural
course of the disease and the response observed following other usual
methods of treatment.

It is essential
that the clinical investigators
be experienced in the
observation and treatment of the disease.
Their clinical
judgment, objectivity
and integrity are important in the conduct ot evaluation
studies.
The following
B.

Criteria

general criteria

have been adopted.

for Diagnosis:

1.

Diagnosis of Cancer. Hiatologic verification
of the tumor is essential
and the slides {and preferably tissue blocks or tissue must be available
for review.)
The diagnosis should include information on the type of
neoplasm, its site and the extent or stage of the disease.

2.

Other Criteria,
such as X-ray studies, Papenicolaou smears and gross
appearance_ of the neo~lasm, are helpful both in diagnosis and in following the course of the disease.
These criteria
may be acceptable for observing the progress of a previously biopsied cancer, the course of which is consistent with the
known natural history of the given lesion.

3.

Chemical, Blood and Other Ancillary Studies may be ot assistance in
specific forms of cancer; they are not recognized as a valid sole basis
for diagnosis, or tor determining the extent or prognosis of the disease.
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Certain studies in steriod metabolism, or certain constituents
in
blood, such as acid phosphatase levels, are recognized as important
indicators ot specitic types ot neoplasms in man but alone are not
adequate.

c. Criteria

tor Response to Therapy:

There are two aspects which determine the response to treatment:
criteria

used in measuring response and the simple method

whether the treatment was beneficial

the

or determining

to patient.

Before any patient with the diagnosis of cancer or leukemia should be

studied on a new and unproved method of therapy,
tultilled

in addition

be listed

with date,

qualitative
effect

t.o the diagnosis

amount, anti-tun:or

and quantitative

cancer.

effect

may be not uaed

criteria

should be

All prior therapy should

and toxicity

terms as well as duration

ot the chemotherapeutic agent.

radiotherapy

or

certain

ot

noted in both
any

ant1-tumr

Lesions which have been the site of

to evaluate a new agent unless these lesions

have shown an increase ot 50 percent in the sums of the products of two
major diameters ot the lesions being measured.
has increased

In this case, where a lesion

in size following previous radiotherapy,

used to assess the results
No patient

this lesion can be

of chemotherapy.

can be entered on a study until

three weeks after

disconti-

nuance or any previous cancer chemotherapy and then only if there is no evidence ot continuing

toxicity

from the previous treatment.

has had a response to previous therapy must have objective
lapse,

by which is meant a 50 percent or more increase

'lbe patient

who

evidence of re-

in the sum of the

products ot the two major diameters being measured, or the appearance of a
new lesion,
drug.

betore the patient

Patients

or regression

may be given a new cancer chemotherapeutic

with mann,ary carcinoma who have previously

ot tum>r while on additive

a remission

estrogen or androgen therapy may

not be studiec! with a new cancer chemtherapeutic
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ha4

agent until

two months

after

the patient

a regression

in order to avoid "rebound regreaaion"

ot the patients

10,percent
steroid

has been taken off the hormone which originally

therapy,

therap)".

who originally'

The patient

with androgens, estrogens,

particular

Radiotherapy,

corticosteroids,

hormonal therapy

horm.,nal operatinns

ablative

anti-tUJOOr therapy for

ot an anti~tumr

etfect

only objective

(also see criteria

by the compound under study.
increased

appetite,

~ubjective

weight gain, increased

decrease

below for evaluating

with acute leukemia) can be accepted as demonstrating

patients

therapy

t'UIOOrtypes.

in the size ot measurable lesions

lief,

androgen or estrogen

or chemotherapy are all considered

In the evaluation

effect

while on

must be on no known concomitant anti-tumor

at the time the new drug is being tested.

and .procedures,

seen in approximately

have had remissions

or .6 months following ablative

induced

effects

anti-tum:>r

such as pain re-

activities

and other

·symptomatic improvements shoultl be noted and recorded but in themselves
are not evidence of an anti-cancer

effect.

It is important and should

be emphasized that there is not always one to one correlation
subjective

benefit

and objective

shrinkage of tumor.

of benefit

obtained from cancer chemtherapy
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between

An accurate

is the following:

estimate

Categories

of Response

Useful Effect

on the Course ot the Disease.

Category O:

No Clinically

0-0

Disease progresses

O*A

Disease progresses - subjective
objective changes.

0 B*

Favorable objective

0--0

Subjective benefit and favorable objective changes 1n measable criteria,
but ot lees than one mnth' a duration; then
the disease progresses •.

Category I:

Clinical Benefit With Favorable Objective
Measurable Criteria of the Disease.

I*A*

Distinct subjective benefit with favorable objective
changes in all measurable criteria
tor one mnth or more.

I*B*

Objective regression of all palpable or measurable neoplastic disease for one nx,nth or more in a relatively
asymtomatic patient, who is able to carry on his usual acti vities without undue difficulty.
The observed tumr regression should be unequivocal and it is suggested that all
lesions be reduced at least 50 percent in bullt (or by the
This category apsum of the products of two diameters).
plies as long as the regression persists and ends if any
lesion, old or new, recurs.

I*C*

Complete relief of symptoms, if any, and regressions of all
manifestations
due to the active disease for one year or
more. The relation to the frequency of therapy is not
relevant,
if the disease does not recur between courses of
therapy.

- no subjective

benefit.

benefit

changes without

without

subjective

favorable
benefit.

Chanps

in All

*Categories apply as long as improvement from baseline persiRts.
s,~rscript time in months of duration of response.
Example: O A or I B.
Category II:

Interruption
or Slowing in the Progression of Disease
Without Definite Evidence of Subjective or Objective
Improvement.
No criteria
are presently available to classify this type
of response.
Statistical
evidence of prolongation of survival time in specific patterns of cancer may some day be
applicable.

The adequacy of the course or therapy should be defined
patients

who complete the course of treatment.

is given to the point of toxicity
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in the

In most cases therapy

in order to give the maximumopportunity

tor an anti-cancer
unless tun,r

etfect.

resr,saion

This t~n

would represent

and a satiatactory

clinical

any, signs ot toxicity

a~ar.

on each i,atient

along w1 th an estimate

visit

The suggested estimated

The levels

an _adequate trial
respone~ occur before

of toxicity

levels of toxicity

should be recorded

of the category of response.
are as follows:

Levels ot 'lo~icity
1+ - Slight but measurable signs.
2+ -

M:>deratedisturbances

related

to drug ettect.

3+ - Toxicity severe enough to be life-threatening
patient recovers.
4+ - Toxicity either directly lethal
contributing cause of death.
In addition
patients

or as proximate

to the measurements of tUD¥)rone should evaluate

subjective

status

as well.

weight measurements, and activity
estimate

but

ot performance status

of the Sloan-Kettering

the

In this regard, pain, appetite,
status

should be recorded.

A useful

is that developed by Dr. David Karnotsky

Institute

in New York City which follows on the

next page.
In the evaluation

of an agent, reproducibility

same agent in the same patient
lity

when relapse

ot response trom patient

type or in patients
relation

with different

and

and the reproducibi-

the cure rate among patients

in the evaluation

complete records of patient

forms of cancer;

treated
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Cor-

the survival

not receiving

this

with this agent as com-

this therapy are all important.

of any agent accurate

visits,

tUD)r diagnostic

types of cancers is important.

treated as compared with patients

pared to those who do not receive
Finally,

occurs;

within a single

of tumor response 8D!Ongdifferent

rate among patients

therapy;

to patient

of response with the

patient

complaints,

observation
pati~nt

and

examinations
visit,

including

examination of pertinent

as well as accurate

physical

tumor measurements, patient'

doses prescribed

and taken by the patient,

and X-ray films,

etc.

are indicative

findings

a veight,

as well as laboratory

ot the care with which

on each
drug

reports

any investi-

gation has been performed.
Criteria

ot Performance Status

(PS)

,j

Able to carry on normal
activity;
no special care
is needed.

Normal; ·no complaints,
disease.

no evidence of

100

90 Able to carry on normal activity;
minor signs or symptoms of disease.

8o Bormal activity with effort;
or symptoms of disease.
Unable to work; able to iive
at home; cares tor mat personal needs; a varying amunt
of assistance is need~.

70 Cares tor selt;
normal activity

some signs

unable to carry on
or to do active work.

6o :-Requires occasional

assistance but is
able to care for met ot his needs.

50 Requires considerable
frequent

as_sistance and

medical care.

Unable to care tor self;
requires equivalent of
40 Disabled; requires special medical
care and assistance.
institutional
or hospital care;
disease may be progressing
rapidly.
30 Severely disabled; hospitalization
is
indicated, although death not imminent.
20 Very-sick; hospitalization
necessary;
active supportive care necessary.
10 Moribund; fatal
rapidly.
0
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Dead

processes

progressing

/.

I

D.

Criteria

tor Evaluating ChemotherapY in Acute Leukemia:

·For patients

with acute leukemia the criteria

chemotherapy are different.

In this

the bone marrow, the peripheral
and the symptomatology.
category.

instance

for evaluating

one evaluates

blood findings,

the physical

findings,

Each of these tour areas have been listed

M for bone marrow; H tor hemogram; P for physical

and S

tor symptomatology.

teria

tor rating

disease

separately

These are defined

status

as

findings

below along w1th the cri-

and the terms for describing

the

response to therapy.
1.0

Criteria for rating categories
1.1 Bone Marrow (9ategory M)
1.11 Ratings· tor Parameters
Parameter
Parameter Rating

Blast Cells

1

0-5

2

6~25
25

3

Leukemic + Blast Cells*

0-5
6-39
39

1.12 Ratings for Category M
Rating of this category will be determined by the
most abnormal parameter :found. Bone marrows qualiand
fying :for Ml ratings must contain qualitative
quantitative
normal erythropoiesis,
granulopoiesis,
and megakaryopoiesie.
1.2

Ratings :for Parameters

1:21

Hemoglobin
Rating
l

H)

Hemogram(Category

M

F

12

10

Neutroph111c
Granulocytes
1,500

0

500

2

BLASTS*

(5i

Platelets
100,000 (phase)
or normal
(100,000 or
decreased

< 25,000 or
25~ of n~rmal___
_
-N-This term includes blast cells as well as all cells which cannot 1~ ~~~~~i
tied as either blast cells or more mature normal elements, and includes
"leukemic cells,"
"pathologic lymphcytPa," ~.,d stem cells.
3

<7

(.500
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l. 22 Ratings tor Category H
The rating tor category His determined by the sum of the
ratings for all of the parameters (hen:oglobin, neutrophilic
granulocytes,
blast* cells, and platelets).
Rating indicating improvements in this category must DOt be ascribable
to transfusion of any blood elements.
Mononuclear cells
must not exceed 1,000 cella/cumm (10,000 for (2 years) for
an HI rating.
The appearance of 1-2i of. blast cells on an
isolated count will not preclude an HI rating.
Sum of Parameter Ratings

Rating
=
=
=

l
2

3
1.3 Category P - Physical
1.31

4
8

~a

Findings

Ratings tor Each Parameter
Each physical finding constitutes
a measurable parameter.
The degree of abnormality for ·each parameter will be rateu
as follows:
a.

Liver
1 = Vi.thin normal limits of age
2 = definite enlargements (to umbilicus)
3 = enlargement below umbilicus

b.

Spleen
l = within normal limits for age
2 = definite enlargement {to umbilicus)
3 = enlargement below umbilicus

c.

LymphRodes
1 = within normal limits
2 = definite enlargement
3 = massive enlargement (grossly

d.

visible)

Other Leukemic Organ Involvement
{If present, note and score separately;
kidney, lungs, etc.}
1 = none
2 = definite
3 e marked

sktn,

CNS,

1.32 Ratings for Category P
The final rating for Category P 1s based on the sum of the
numerical values given to each Pa~smeter •

. * 'This

term includes blast cells as well A.a all cells which car~.o-~ be
classified
as either blast cells or more mature normal elements, and
includes "leukemic cells,"
"pathologic lymphocytes," and stem cells.
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Sum of Parameter Rating

Category P Rating

1.4

1

•

2

=

3

a

4
5-8

>8

Category S - Symptoms
Rating for Category Sis determined by the performance activity
ot the patient ratings listed below:
1 = Asymptomatic and normal activity
2 • Symptomatic w1th normal or limited activity but less
5oi ot normal waking hours in bed.
3 = Symptomatic with m:,re than 5~ of time in bed.

•

II.

III.

Criteria

tor rating

disease

than

status

A. No Evident Disease:

A rating of one ~n all
(Ml Hl Pl Bl)

B •. Moderate Disease:

A rating of 2 in one or more categories
but no rating of 3 in any category.

C. Extensive Disease:

A rating

D. Extreme Disease:

A rating of 3 in D¥)re than two categories.

Terms for describing

categories

of 3 in one or two categories.

the response to therapy

A.

Complete Remission {CR):

:Improvement to ·41sease status

B.

Good Partial

Remission (GR):Improvem.ent to disease

status

B.

C. Foor Partial

Remission (PR):Im~rovement to disease

status

C.

Remission (NR):

D.

No

E.

Progressive

No

Diseaae (PD):

A.

change in any status

Deterioration
from initial disease
status or, if initially
in statuo D,
documentated deterioration
in any
category.
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ClIAP'iER6

THECANCm
IAW-- WHY?
The preceding text serves as the background against

Law should be viewed.
pleasant

It is both because cancer is a difficult

and becauae fraud in its diasnosis

disease,

The combination of tactors

legal

personal

professional

which can be fatal,

sacrifice,

well-informed,

setting

hospitable

and anxiety;

can

to naturopaths,

a population

health fanatics,

of medicine.

a disease

which may involve costly

or even when informed willing

"practitioners"

~uacks a fertile

and treatment

ia one which encourages quacks:

which is on the increase,

consistently

and un-

that legal means to curb this menace became so urgent.

be so devastating,

treatment,

which the cancer

Ce.lifornia

which is not
to act;

a

and other non-

could offer

cancer

market.

DIGEST
HISTORICAL
Cancer quackery, in California

and elsewhere,

has been but one

form of medical chicanery which plagues mankind.
pass~ge of the Federal Food and Drug Act in
complete revision

ctlity

innocuous pills

to a degree of scrutiny

to medic:.! fraud.

limiting

Despite the protection

£tc.:I.
t c!' false

and ~alliatives
suscepti-

afforded by the Act,
more than a

each year by individuals

expended fruitlessly
cures ai:d faloe

remedies --

the public's

1::-::::ticalfraud has continued to be a serious practice,
bill1.on dollars

amendment in 1912,

amendments, have the advertiseu

serums, mechanical devices,

been subjected

1906, its

as the Federal Food, Drug, and cosmetic Act of 1938,

and subsequent repeated
tonics,

And only since the

1:n pur-

hopes.

Part of the reason is that the Federal Food, Drug, e_nd Cosmetic
Act -- and its state

counterpart,

the Ce.lifornia Pure Drugs Act -- are
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limited

in their

shipment ot new or exp!rimental

interstate

tion being directed
use.

The Federal law is concerned only with

application.

to whether they bear appropriate

It is not concerned with devices,

drug preparations;

48 diseases,
invite

including

regress

Also, under the State law., it is illegal

cancer.

by advertising

Despite the complexities

to commercial

and those used experi-

Quite naturally
their

to

in the mam.sementot some

a drug or device has aey ettect

that

atten-

11,arnings regarding

but does pertain

those used tor prescriptions

mentally by investigators.
advertise

drugs, with particular

cancer quacks do not

wares -- at least

not as cancer cures.

ot the Food and Drug I.Awa, they cannot restrain

from use many ot .the drugs and devices used by cancer quacks; however, in
a case in which a drug is being touted as an "1nvest1gational
interstate
tration

been filed

serious

drug application

It is neglect

of this

to submit adequate samples for evaluation

difficulty

fran their

"cures."

conventional

legality

and

which may lead to

with FDA: Krebiozen is a case in point.

untouched by existing

ing relief

has not

1959, cancer quackery throughout this nation remained

But until
virtually

new 1nvestigatioD8l

with the Administration.

the failure

quack

Food and Drug Adminis-

shipment can be halted by the Federal
it an effective

new drug,"

anxieties,

law.

Thousands of C&lifornians,

spent millions

Many

persons sought quacks atter

therapy;

many avoided such therapy;

of dollars

on useless

receiving

recognized,

maey persons were

c.dvised unwisely that they had cancer when in fact
whose conscience

does such wasted ettort

seek-

they did not.

and expense reside?

On

SUrely not

on the quack's.
But in 1959, the ca11tornia
providing

Legislature

passed Senate Bill

a means for combating medical quackery in the diagnosis
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194,
and

ot cancer.

treatment

June 5, 1959,

and

This pioneer legislation

was signed into lav,

became Chapter 7, Sections 1700-1721of the Health

and Sa:f'ety Code.

(Appendix I)

The enforcement of the Cancer Law became a responsibility
State Department of Public Health, assisted
Council, a 15-member group of physicians,

or the

by the Cancer AdVisory
scientists,

and

Mem-

laymen.

bers ot the Cancer Advisory Council are appointed by the Governor.

(Ap-

pendix III:Membere of the Cancer Advisory Council, November 1965, and
Previous Members).
The Cancer Law, as ol'iginal.ly written

passed, was to expire

and

December 31, 1965. In the current Regular Session of the Legislature,
after

full hearings,

two years.

(Appendix II)

Amng the materials

Cancer Law 1959-1964.
with particular
discusses

presented in hearings was the report,
It elucidates

the history

emphasis on its prevalence

the difficulties

in California.

Detailed discussion

The

of medical quackery,

in developing appropriate

reduce medical quackery.
hibited

was extended

the Cancer Law, without revisions,

It also

legislation

to

of the six agents pro-

to date through operation of the Cancer Law'indicate

the color-

ful diversity

found among fake cancer remedies, as well as describing

the extensive

inyestigatory

definite

and bearing procedures observed before

action was taken.

This pioneer law is the prototype ot similar
in Nevada, Colorado and Pennsylvania.,

and

legislation

enact~d

the model for regulations

to

control cancer therapy in Kentucky, North Dakota and Maryland.
Beneath the tactual

framework about ~he Cancer Law, bow it operates

and what it has accomplished, are myriad case histories
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of individuP..ls

duped by fake cancer remdies.
and vivid than 8ZJYnarration
tories

These 1tories

ot legislative

are perhaps mre tactual
procedure.

need no embelllabment to resemble the truth.

Such case hisAnd the number of

admitted episodes of cancer quackery ii but a small sample ot thoe e which
exist

in total.

For many individuals

become so ensnared by the trap or

cancer quackery that they never report their
It ia entirely

poHible

that

misjudgment to authorities.

those cases which come to the attention

of

the Cancer Diasnosis and Therapy Evaluation Unit are but the visible
The Cancer Law is the tirst

tenth ot the giant iceberg beneath.
means.to aasauge the griet ot

individuals

many

legal

"taken in" by cancer

quacks.
baa been host to charlatans

Calitornia

of all dispositions

It is not a tact ot which to be proud.

out its history.

through-

Prior to this

decade, the State proved a happy hunting ground tor mem>rable cancer
quacks:

Dr. Albe.rt Abrams, Dr. Ru~ Drown, . and the "Film-Q-Sonic" trio,

Webs~er Billington,
their

activities,

California

.

'

'

Emerson Hartman, D.C., and ~lda
and

tbose of their

law was only partially

11

the legal process to thwart

is real;

existing

Summingup the backgroi.md

in Calitornia

be made by citing

which took place in California:

is this statem~nt

patients.

these three episodes

outrageous as they were,

them was at beat atunti! or vir-

incapable ot preventing

unsuspecting

Against

The Cancer Law 1959-1964:

0ne observation~

tually

Fr~zen.

companions in fraud,

operative.

of medical chicanery which flourished
from the report,

.

great harm to be performed on

The desperation

of a victim of cancer

cancer quacks thrive upon this eur)tional guarantee.

Desperation also prevents victims from reporting
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their.·doubts

to the proper authorities.
be mre sophisticated

Beyond educating

about legitimate,

the public

credible

to

cures tor

cancer, ·the legal means of curbing cancer quackery must be
structured

lity • II

to compensate tor human fallibi

Such was the setting

when the Cancer Law was enacted.

Responsible
..

citizens,

physicians,

scientists

could not but insist

means be developed to contain this scourge.
California

While nctivities

cancer Commission of the california

devoted to inve~tigating

that some legal

Medical Association

all purported treatments

for cancer,

mission is not vested with any legal powers or restraint
tribution

of agents they find ineffective

an admittedly

slow process,

are

the Com-

from use

in the treatment

Apart from exposing bogus cancer cures through public
channels,

of the

or dis-

of cancer.

information

the Cancer Commission has no power

,

to "outlaw" or "ban" an agent or bring civil

redress

to its proponents.

But the Cancer Law, for which the Cancer Commission and others
worked to realize,
evaluate
further

diagnostic

does provide a legal mechanism to investigate
and treatment

provides that,

visory Council,through
Health,

can result

after

agents used in cancer management.

evaluation,

its recommendation to the Director

the regulation

It

the opinion of the Cancer Ad-

in adoption of a prohibitory

persons found violating

and

regulation.

may be subject

of Public
Moreover,

to cease and desist

orders.
A complete outline
Law operates,

of the legal procedure under which the Cancer

and a discussion

of alternative

actions

available

to the

proponent of a suspect agent are described below.
Methods of Operation in the Enforcement of the Cancer Law
The means by which an agent used 1n cancer management is scrutinized
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~

under the Cancer Law do vary.
tives

of action

The followine; illustrates

the two alterna-

taken in a number of cases so far handled by the cancer

Advisory Cowicil.

COMPWNT
ORREPORT
RECEIVED

I

nvestigation

Approved by Council
Departmental

r

Investigatory

Hearing!

Accusatory Hearing
before a Hearing Officer

Accusatory Hearing
before Hearing Officer

Council study of Findings
and Proposed Decirion

Council study of Findings

and Profosed Decision

Recommendation ot Council
to Department as to whether
Cease and Desist Order
should be issued.

Recommendation of Council
to Department as to whether
Cease and Desist order
should be issued.

l

The process

is never brief.

employing fraudulent
guaranteed

I

The rights

cancer diagnostic

during the entire

of a person suspected

or therapeutic

process.

means are fully

The course taken in each case

depends not on the method of exposure but upon the decisions
proponent

using questionable

In order to initiate
proceedings,
visory

Council.

a friend

fession

filed.

or rumor must be reported

and subsequent

techniques

legal

to the cancer Ad-

by a voluntary

being treated,
health

agency or other source to which the complaint

agency,
is origi-

it may come from a member of the medical pro-

who is consulted

fraudulent

any formal investigation

who is concerned,

Further,

made by the

cancer agents.

It may be expressed by an individual

or relative

governmental
nally

a complaint

of

for legitimate

prove useless.

analysis
A physician
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and care only after
placed

in this

uncomfortable posture is justly

angered: his skill

in posaibl.y re-

pain or arre1ting the course ot the disease

lieving

he may receive the brunt of a family's

impaired.

Ultimately

in tailing

to save a lite

to the attention

come tirat

the California

sorrow

which in tact had been detoured from proper

treatment by the allure·s ot cancer quackery.
therefore,

ia severely

A number

ot

of the Cancer Comission

and are, in turn,

Medical Association

ot complaints,

referred to

the Cancer Advisory Council.
The Council appraises

requests

phases ot activity

may

or a

complaint or nnm:,r and then

the· Cancer Diagnosis and Therapy Evaluation Unit to conduct

a detailed _investigation.

ettects

the merits

At this -point one ot the most complex

takes place:

of diagnosis

locating

and/or treatment

W'itneases to attest

in question.

take months, for cancer quacks are skilled

work and documentation ot it.

device, pill,

actually

This process

in cam:>utlaging their

The suspected agent -- a mechanical

serum or other nostrum -- must be obtained.

is not always easy.
victimized

But far mre difficult
by the practitioner

using the agent in question.
techniques

permitted by law, and they take time to produce suitable
evidence is collected,

and

intormation

are available:

investigatory

regarding his agent.

evidence.

the Department issues a

subpoena to the party suspected of practicing
pear at a contidential,

.This, too,

is brillging forth persons

The Departmental Unit must rely only on investigatory

Once auf'ticient

to the

cancer quackery to ap-

bearing and to tumish
At this point,

samples

two alternatives

compliance w1th the subpoena in 1ts entirety

appearance without samples.

Council, both alternatives

In the cues

reviewed to date

have been exercised.
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In either

or an
by

the

case, an

accusatory

hearing may' follow.

And again,

to defend against the accusation

either

If the individual
furnished

the individual

in person or not to do so,

does respond to the accusations

samples, he presents

may chooae

as defense personal

but haa not

testiuDny and nll

other evidence he and counsel can provide to support his case.
procedure was the choice of practitioners,
accused of administering
Charlotte

Steiner,

Wendell Hendricks,

the Lincoln, Koch and other agents,

D.O.,
and

D.C., accused of' using Mucorhicin and the "Grape

Under Section 1707 ot the Cancer Law, failure

Cure."

This

to supply the

State Department or Public Health w1th samples of agents being evaluated and named in the subpoena results

in a conclusive

that the agent is without value in the diagnosis,
tion or cure of cancer.
Hendricks and Steiner.
analysis

This is precisely
Their decisions

led the hearing officers

presumption

treatment,

allevia-

the course chosen by both

not to submit agents for

from the Office of Administrative

Procedure to find them guilty of abuse of' Section 1707 and to recommend the issuance of cease and desist
Council, cease and desist
Director

orders.

Upon approval by the

orders were issued to both parties

by

of Public Health.

If,

however, an indi~idual

entirety,

complies with the subpoena in its

the conclusive presumption of' ineffectiveness

is not in-

voked and the Department must prove' that the agent in question

..

the

ineffective

1.s

or of no value.

The proof is a very involved process.

If a party complies, the

Cancer Advisory Council then recommends a thorough investigation
or the agent in question.
testing

procedures

The Council's

evaluation

such as those of the laboratory,
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may involve
clinical

analysie,

animal erperiments,
scientific

the records of court proceec!il'lSBor other

Investigation

study.

in question has tailed

'I/JAYprovide evidence that

the agent

to ameliorate the condition ot cancer patients

to whom it baa been administered.

lvidence prcc!uced either

by

investi-

gatiOn or te1t1Dg 11 then submitted to the Cancer Advisory council

tor evaluation.

The Council may conclude that

the agent may have value,

m value, or that the evidence ii inconclu11ve.

To date, none

ot the

agents reviewed as above by the council has been tound ot value as
claimed by its proponent.

Natural.:cy', the Council has toum valueless

only thoae agents which it sincerely believe•

tail

to ettect

po1itive

I

change• ill cancer management.
By·tar the large1t number ot persona who have complied with the
Del)artmntal
opportunity
aelt,

aubpoenu have tu~

exerc1ae4 their :rilhta to 1J0tice,

to be heard and to rebut evidence and the lib.

th11 1ugge1t1 that

• ot the imUvic!ual·rant

right

In 1t-

very high in the

language ot the Cancer Law. Once the Cancer Mviaory Council tim1
an agent to be ot no value; it
adopted prohibiting

may

propose that a regulation

1ta use in Calitornia.

be

Before any such resula-

tion ia adopted a public hearing muat be held.

It ia these hearings,

ttee ot the
several ot which have taltezr place aince 1959 before a cODID1
State Board ot Public Health, that arouee. public interest

u a sounding board tor

many

opinions on cancer

and

and

serve

1ta treatment.

no ~oncrete evidence ie received null1ty1.llg the report,

. If

t1nd1Jl8s and

recommendationsof the Cancer .Advisory Council which are baaed on the
documentation and 1nveat1sat1on undertaken.by
and Therapy Evaluation Unit and the atm1ea

the Cancer J)1.apos1s

C?tthe Council, other

evidence received at the public hean.111 and the proposed regulation

-T,-

are presented at a regular meeting of the State Board of Public Health,
.
.
which may adopt the proposed regulation.
Here the several agencies

involved in• the evaluation

of cancer quackery actually

to bear on a single problem.

are brought

The very nature of a regulation,

adopted by the State Board of Public Health,

is serious:

therefore,

the Council and Departmental Unit do not propose a regulation
they are fully

convinced that it is justified

ot containing a particular'fdrm
Once a regulation
Health, and incorporated

as

until

and is the only means

of quackery abuse.

has been adopted by the State Boe.rd of Public
into the State Administrative

5, Subchapter 2, Article 2, Sections 10400. et seq.),

Code (Chapter
the individual

again has a choice to make: he can consent to the issuance of a

cease and desist

order, based on findings

of fact by the Cancer

Advisory Council, or he can submit to an accusatory
rience to date indicates
tory regulation

Expe-

that once the public hearing on a prohibi-

has resulted

Public Health, met parties

in its adoption by the State Boa.rd of
implicated

satory hearing •. Four individuals,

choose not to face an accu-

Willoughby.w. Sherw0od, M.D.,

Charles L. Hawk, M.D., Nelson E. Mathison, M.D.

H. Friend,

hearing.

(D.O.) and John

M.D.(D.O.), all accused of using the Hoxsey treatment,

consented to cease and desist

however, did ofter

defense.

orders.

francis

M. Altig,

M.D.

(n.o.),

The Cancer Advisory Council reviewP.d

the proposed findings ot the hearing otticer

who found the charges

to be true as alleged and a cease and desist

order was duly issued

after

full

hearing.

There. is one other method of arriving
order.

By

stipulation

at a cease and desist

the accused may agree to accept a cease and
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order containing

deaiat

ot the accu1ation1 asin•t him.

the validity

testing

a clause which 1tate1 that be doe• not admit

or evaluation

order without admittins

mon,D.C.,

DO

ot his asent 11 neceaaary.
to a ceue and desist

three persona have stipulated

To date,

iutance

In thi•

the charges against them:

E. Har-

Catherine

who was to\Uld to be using a device of her· own improvi-

sation called

a "Harmonizer,"

and Boward F. Parsons,

diagnostic

M.D.

Chew Cahoone Yuen, D.C., an herbaliat,

(n.o.),

wbo was uaing a variety

agents;

and treatment

It is· a point of legal interest

ot application,

even in ite short term

that,

the Cancer Law has proved to be extremely flexible.

to wbi~h a person accused under the act~

'lbe extent

of

dispute

the

~barges brought apjn • 't him wu ably tested in tbe Altig case.

that seve;ral other

the fact

tu

to 1\8 tull

Lc.v nearlf

dratted

libertlll,

eubject

to 1ta redrye.
salutary

.poasib~

ot

the

individual

practitioners

the fact

,to give utmost protection

In a

•.-ure,

matteras

t,o

te&t

it was

that

to persona who miSbt
be

delicate

as reatraint

of a . ;,''.

on preserviJ:al the .rtgpte.

prime ··e~huis

appears

v1lliMto

also were

extent reafttrp

And

strengthe~·tbe

Cancer

me.rits_c,t:the
•

•

...

~

I • •

'.,,

Law.

I

As shown in Chapter 8, investigation

ing and treatment

.

I,•

..

·•

of. new a,ttaods ot·. diagnos-

of cancer by appropriate-research_metbod~·

is con'...·
•

ducted very
exten1ivel3
•

interfered

in call:form.a

with or intringed

and is in,·no .senee, inhibited;:
~-:•I

upon by the cancer.control

Council

and the Department

te1ting

if and when they deem it desirable.

professional

to ~e

are :free to conduct

Judgment,, and the staff

,law.

The

or have conducte,1

Thie i

a question

of

and Council are well qualified

such judgment and to obtain clinical

:..74_

I.

testing

,rhen indic~.tec..

"'

.

CHAPTER
7
"

LEGALRATIORALE
P'ORRIXJULAT?ON
or CABCER
DIAGIOSIS
A1ID
'lUA'lMER'l'
The California
rationale

Attorney General was asked to summarize the legal

tor regulatins

ments in this

chapter detine the constitutional

both the unscrupulous

quack and his victim

of government to protect

bility

The power of the State
recognized.

and treatment! 6 The stat~-

cancer diagnosis

to regulate

to otter

lent stock schemes.

-- and discuss

right

practice

them hopes ot financial

It was recently

commerce constituted
of medicine.

persons

anymore than

reward through fraudulitiga-

ban of Krebiozen from

Bn unconstitutional

restriction

Court dismissed

on the

this

words:

•••• The Plaintiff
~ractice.

afflicted

contended in preliminary

The Federal District

ment in the.following

to offer

has long been

modes of treatment

tion that the Food and Drug Administration's
interstate

the responsi-

medical practice

by harmtul or ineffective

there is a right

ot an individual

innocent persons from deception.

There is no constitutional

hope ot relief

rights

claims that he has a dut~,. and a right

medicine as he sees fit

{Pltf.

comment may be made that the plaintiff
constitutional.right

to practice

br.,

34).

to

The

does not have a

medicine on his own terms.

As the supreme Court said in Barsky v~ Board of Regents,

347 U.S. 422, at 451:
ot medicine in New York is lawfully

The practice
prohibited

by the State except u-pon the conditions

it imposes.

Such practice

by the State

under its

is a privilege

substantially
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granted

plenary

power to

argu-

--

fix the terms of admieaion.
Tbu1, it 1a clear that ao conat1tut1onal
by

laws which regulate

the practice

rights

are violated

of' medicine or the pro-

duction and use ot drugs. {l TI
Cancer Law, like the State

The California

Drug Laws, prohibits

Federal Food and

remedies as well as directl:/

the use of' inettective

harmful ones.

Reliance by the public

Ul)On

when effective

treatment

is available,

may

and

and

an ineffective

treatment,

in both physicial

result

economic damage.
"The power ot the State to provide tor the general welfare ot its

people authorizes
ment vlll

all 1uch regulations

it to prescribe

secure or tend to secure them against
as well as deception

ignorance and incapacity

West Virginia,

judg-

ot

the consequences
and

129 u.s. 114 (1889). In the~

Court of the United States

as in its

fraud.

11

-Dent v.

caae, the Supreme

upheld a system ot medical licensing,

determined that no one has the right

to prescribe

and

an unproved remedy.

Court held in People v. Ryan, 101 Cal. App. 2nd Supp. 927,

A California

931-932 (1951) that the "unregulated trade in druga without value" would
result

"a large annual cost of lite,

in

purchasers

amng the public,

In Drown v. ~.,

bopetully

health

and money

to suf'f'ering

eager to buy."

198 Fax) 999 (9th Cir.

1952), cert.

denied

341.,.U.S. 920 (1953), the court upheld a ~onviction under the Federal
Food and Drug Law for the use of ineffective
of various

diseases.

be harmless

'ignorant

and treatment

upon the ground that "While the instruments

in themselves,

or gullible

devices

their

danger lies

persons a.re likely
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in the possibility

may

that

to rely upon them instead

of seeking prote1110nal advice tor conditions

they are represented

to

relieve or prevent.'"
The abuses arising tmm the resort by susceptible
desperate persona to unscrupulous

01·

and sometimes

mistaken practi tionere

were

recog-

nized by the Senate Interim Committee on Public Health when it originally
recommended the Cancer Law. The Committee's report
"For obvious reasons,
peculiarly

susceptible

the cancer patient

and his family are

to the claims of 'secret'

'unproven' remedies which are in tact neither

however well intentioned,

over the hill

secret

nor

not only leads the people

to the poor house, but of even greater

it will only prevent the cancer patient

tance,

cures and

In the opinion ot the committee, this suscepti-

unproven.
bility,

states:

impor-

from receiving

proper care and treatment which could in many instances
tru~

effect

useful life.of

a cure or at least
the patient."

materially

prolong the

Second Progress Report,

Medical Quackery, Senate Interim Committee on Public Health,
page lO (1959).
In the article,

Comment, Quackery in California,

ll Stan. L. Rev.

275 (1959): "The existence of quackery in a community not only results
in the eco110micvictimizing

. ..

of recognized

but deters

ot sutferers

timely utilization

treatment which could otherwise save or prolong lives. "

It has been argued upon political

grounds that cancer patients,

1?articularly

terminal ones, should be allowed to receive any treatment

they wish.

This argument might have merit if we could be assured that

no treatment

the patient

of bona fide medical va1ue could be furnished
was completely

and irretrievably
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(i.e.,

that

beyond hope of any cure by

any existing

or toreeeeably

discoverable

would be turn1ehed by a practitioner

treatment

ot the existilll

foreseeable

and reasonably

and that such

treatment)

well veraed w1th all
recognized

that such treatment wuld not be used on early cues,
ing •them ot a chance for cure by conventional

treatments,

and

thereby depriv-

means. '!'his 14eal com-

lacking in the cases with which the Cancer Ad-

is invariably

bination

.

viaory Council is concerned.
the State has the obligation

Further,
a completely

t,a see that

case will 1J0t be a source _tor the enrichment

hopeleae

Experience hu shown that patienta

quacks.

ventional

or irradiation

the

or impliedly,

The legitimate,

hope

1nveet1satora.

by the

ot easier,

cheaper relief.

uae ot a drug or treatment

(Health and Satety

C04e section

1708)

have been met.

p~ w1th these requirements

The 1nab1li ty or retuaal

by the exponents

anaafte~
to com-

ot 90me remedies inveiti-

gated by the Cancer Advisory Council sheds serious doubt on their
The tollow1q

fa1 th.

curative
banned

list

ot eight alleged

agents which have been evaluated,

-in Calitornia,

cancer diagrl0stic

seven ot which have been

speaks tor itself:

remedy contains

potuSium.
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good

or

HOXSEYRDtEDY:
Thia oral

The

uae ot drugs

or treatment designed to cure cancer under proper supervision
safeguards

is per-

use by bona fide

Federal Food and Drug Laws also provide for experimental

necesaary

pros-

nostrums who hold out,

mitted under the Cancer Law, which exempts nonprofit
qualltied

to uncon-

of various

experimental

of

The tears ot such persons

treatment.

are pl.ayed upon by tbe P1rveyor1
expre88ly

seeking resort

remedies are all too often persona territied

pect ot surgical

cf

the treatment

iodide,

cucara

sasrada,

licorice,

extrf,cts

and p,1ke roots,

of red clover blossoms,

and of prickly

1ted value as a flavoring

iodide has significant

cf burdock,

ash and bucltthorn barks.

agrnt and cascara

therapeutic

be:i."'beri3

stL.li?:gia,

Licorice

has lim-

o~,

pot~ssi'lJI'l

as a lru:ative.

and these are NOTIN THE

properties,

TREA'.l1MENT
OF CANCER. The roots,

barks and blossoms have no therapeutic

properties;

them was dropped from the National

a formula containing

Form-

ulary in the 1930's.
Lt\ETRILES:(Beta cyanogenetic
There are several
re~edy is extracted
as the glucoside

into a vein,
\1lar

"glucosides,

from apricot

cyanide gas, lethal

cells.

a!eygdalin.

pits.

this

These agents,

where.

in the death of the

Antitoxins)
into the muscle, are supposedly

as high as one part in a million

of water.

These preparations

of the California

by a partic-

invalid.

,-,hich are injected

mark.eted in dilutions

when injected

enzyme cited does not break down

The theory is therefore

the laboratory

name is known

is released

of the cancer which results

Unfortunately,

parts

Its generic

to cancer cells,

KOCHOXIDATION
CATALYST:(Synthetic

trillion

but :the one promsted as a cancer

11

AMYGDALIN.
According to its proponents,

enzyme at the site

cancer

glucosides)

state

and one pe.rt in a

were examined chemically

in

Bureau of Food and Drugs nnd else-

Nothing but water could be detected.

j.;~·NCOLNSTAPHAGE
LYBA'l'E:

It is claimed by the promoter, and confirmed in the California
Micro~iologic
biologic

Laboratory,

which is useful

the. Staphylococcus

by rJS.sal inhalation

that this preparation
in the laboratory

identification

group but not in the.treatment
or by injection.
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is a bacteriophage,
of bacteria

of cancer.

Str.,te
a
of

It is given

,

Thie ia an ora~

admini•t~ed

Drosnea, a termer tire

manager
ot a
ing tr<nthe

hoapital

preparation

aalem:aan,and Lillian
cafeteria.

developed by Philip

M. IAzenby, previoualy the

The remedy contains· the drippings result-

culture of various fungus species on a particular

culture

ot the

medium and bu been examined several times in the labore.torie1
National dancer Institute
these examinations,
theae mitea, yeut

L.

and the American Medical Asaoci&tion.

During

ot

remnants of fungus spores, mites, tecal aesea
cell• and viable bacteria

were tound.

BQI.mi ~:

It ia claimed that cancer may be detected

by obaervinl

the· pattern

produced by a drop ot blood which is allowed to clot on a glass slide.
I·1

9.

blindfold

test,

involving

the author of the teat,

correct in oney 55 percent ot cancer patients
false poa1tives in concancer patients.

hia findings

were

and showed 17 pel'cent

Thia 4-gree of GTor 1a unacceptable.

KREBIOZER:

According to the proponents ot this agent, Krebiozen is obtained
from the blood serum ot horses ,,,hich have been injected
culture

ot the tungua that

National cancer Institute

causes lumpy Jaw in cattle.

committee of 24 acientiata

Institute,

~aated
and. trial

tran cr•tine,

trom the metabolic breakdown of muscle protein.

found to have no value in the treatment
by~

studies

by the

and the Federal Food and Drug Admin1atrat1on

revealed that this agent ia indiatinguiahable
resulting

with a killed

ot cancer.

a substance
JCrebiozen was

This finding

appointed by the Director,

upon examination of the cl1n1ca1 records ot

~

,11e.smacie

Rational Cancer
cancer patiente

with ICrebiozen. The proponents are now under Federal indictment
in Chicago charged with conspiracy,
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fraud and mak1ng false

statements.

The Cancer Advisory Council tound this agent without value

and recomended that its use be banned in the State of California.

ANTHRONE
TE&r:
This is a chemical test

for the detection

portion of a 24-hour specimen of a patient's
between the California
r

of cancer performed on a
urine.

In a contractual

study

State Department of Public Health and one of the

.,

authors of the test,

testing

101 urines of cancer patients

non-cancer patients,

the results

were compatible with the condition of can-

cer or non-cancer only about 50 percent of the time.
lent results

and 94 urines of

Statistically

could be due to chance alone and might result

equiva-

from the flip of

a coin.
The people of California
concept that political
straints

have rejected

and will continue to reject

freedom embraces the absence of regulations

in the healing arts,

which could result

dangers to the public health.
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the

or re-

in fraud upon the public or

NBD FORA SPECIALCANCER
LA.W
It baa been stated that there ie no need for a special cancer law
since there are exiating

laws sufficient

to deal with the problem.

these laws have not served to control cancer quackery.

However,

'l'he f'ollo1fin8 ana],1ai1

demon1trate1 thia fallacy.
a.

The cancerlaw lenda itself

techniques and devices

to the investigation

in ad41t10D to druga,

chemicals

of methods,

or compoun4a.

~e

requirement that intorzaation and samples of agents used in cancer diagnosis
or treatment be furnished the Depl.rtment on demand applies also to aey individual, person, firm, a11ociation or other entity that renders health care
or services to individuals
implication

who have or believe they have cancer or that by

causes these individuals

to believe they have cancer.

Unlike any other law, a proponent's refuaal
samples or the requested infor-.tion
result

to suppq or produce

concerning a purported remec\Ywill

in a concluaive presumption that the agent is without value.
b.

The Ql.ncer I.aw makes available

continuing review of all

cancer diagnostic a.nd treatment agents by a bi~
'!'his well-advised review is not available

under~
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qualified

panel of experts.

other lav.

c.

The effect

the ultimate

of publicity

and educational

weapon of legal proceedings,

The cancer Law, broad in scope as it is,
d.

campaigns alone,

without

has proved to be insufficient.
corrects

A law such as we have dealing exclusive~

this

defect.

with cancer is Justified

because cancer quackery is the most se~ious form of medical fraud and
constitutes

the greatest

hazard to life.

. .
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CBAPrm

a

FISCALCOlfSIDIRATIONS
repr41na thtt merit• of the

One pragmatic conaideration

cancerI&w

1a that of expen1e.

Howmuch does it cost to maintain the Ce.noer law?
Howdoes this coat CCIIIPV•to moniea r•ped
Howdoes this
cancer control,

by cancer quacks!

coat compare to funds expended for cancer research,

public education and information about cancer?

Howdoes this coat ccmpare to tunds expended by individual•
cancer to obtain orthodox diagnosis,

treatment,

who have

and ho1p1talizat1onT

Howdoes this coat compare to the loss ot m.npower due to cancer?
It 1eemaimportant to place

Theae question• are not rhetorical.

the cost of maintaining the Cancer law in perapective,
against monies expended by individuals,

the government, to'LUldatione and vol-

untary health agencies to try to control,
cancer, as well as to treat

to balance this sum

prevent and tind the cauae of

persons whan it touchea.

The Cancer law is adminiatered by a 111&11
Fraud Unit in the Bureau
of Food and Drug.
annually.
a.pinst

The Cancer Advisory Council budget is le11 than $2,000

The enforcement activities

are part ot the general activities

drugs and devices.
The Federal Food and Drug Administration

billion

dollars

is spent annually by Americana on medical quackery, about

half o:f' 1t on nutri tio1:18-1quackery.

Roushl,y 10 per cent of thi a amount - -

but possibly more -- is paid by Californians
remedies, devices and diets.

individuals

to quacks here, for quack

Aaauming that a fifth

cancer quackery, the annual bill
Since~

(FDA) estimates that a

pa.id by Californian•

seek cancer

quacks outside
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ot that expenae ia tor
would be $20 billion.
the

state,

even outside

the country -- this

figure

may be regarded

The FM expends vast sums in investigation
their

in preparation

for the trial

ceeding a quarter

clinic

records

clinic,

operating

of 350 patients

r~iniDg

of California

a program to control
California

this

activity

only about one-half

of this

individuals
National

cancer Institute

$56 million
grants

American cancer Society,

sponsor immense research

for training,

construction

Cancer Field Research Facility
or projects.

a total

the cost of

alone are vast.

of

in this

The National

and numerous foundations
I~ fiscal

18

nation.

of facilities
in Berkeley),

grants

and

year 1964, the
totalling

nearly

This does not include

(such as the new California
Health Service formula grants

Nor does it include funds for "cancer control"

1962, the California

char-

has cost the citizens

ventures.

pended by the Cancer Chemotherapy National
in fiscal

since

$420,000

of these particular

awarded 1,650 research

for cancer research

if

amount.

The fun~s expended for cancer research
Cancer Institute,

indi-

So Just

Over the same period

and others

single

would be greater

have been saved an estimated

had they continued in operation.

the gross

in the premises

This figure

which otherwise would have gone into the coffers
latans

forced this

known to have been remo,,ed and hidden had been seen.

1961, the citizens

ex-

an investment

1961, amplifies

until

When proceedings

cated an annual income of about $105,000.
records

represent

dollars.

for cancer quackery.

to close,

under

on Krebiozen investigations

of the principals

of a million

The case of a single
expenditures

of quackery falling

The 33 man-years spent recently

purview.

as modest.

Service Center.

or those exFor example,

State Department of Public Health expended

of $473,492 for cancer control

activities:

$214,800 matched by State and local funds totalling
funds support the conduct of special

studies,
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a Federal

grant of
$258,692. 19 These

professional

education,

and

the development of detection,

diagnostic and treatment

services related

to

The Cancer ChemotherapyNational Service Center is eatimated to have

cancer.

spent close to $100 million in the last 15 years testing
materials in treating

In Calitornia

1

chemotherapeutic

cancer.

during tiscal

year

awarded 126·research grants totalling

1964, the National cancer Institute
$5,092,518.

20

The American Cancer

society reported on september 1, 1965, that research grants totalling
.

$1,867,807were in eftect in California at that time.
dations and individuals
though.accurate
sources, we

that nearly $7 million is funded in a single year.

education and informational
tion,

al-

But trom these tvo major

the American cancer Society spends considerable

addition,

Numerous foun-

also support cancer research in california,

figures are not available.

lmot,r

21

activities

related

In

funds on public

to cancer -- its_preven-

prompt diagnosis and treatment.
More difficult

to determine are those funds expended by individuals

obtain conventional diagnosis,

treatment and necessary hospitalization.

Assuredly, these sums are huge.

appreciable
ially

irradiation,
expense.

readily

of

but much ot it is borne by families

in

-- through health insurance and personal resources.

and disability

determined in dollars.

ot dollars

diag-

Part ot th:fs btn"den 1s borne by public funds, espec-

Moreover, medical care costs have steadily
Loss of lite

medications,

surgery, and nursing care are all factors

for the medically indigent,

which cancer strikes

torms of

Medical ca.re is costly;~

cancer require prolonged treatment and hospitalization;
nostic tests,

to

risen in the pa.et two decades.

exert a financial

hardship,

again not

But it is conceivable that tens of millions

are expended in California

on medical care related

to cancer,

and that manpower loss due to this condition is nearly as costly~
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CHAPTER
9
ACTIVITIES
OF THECAICER
DIAOBOSIS
ANDTHERAPY
EVALUATION
UNIT,1959-1965
The duties,

and limitations

Therapy Evaluation
ticular,

Unit are specified

these activities

Cancer Law; securing
administered

of activity,

all

requisite

investigation

tion in over 150 instances
been made on eight

of suspect

14 users.

practitionero.

outlawing

orders involving

Issuance

of orders

and holding

hearings,

21 different

have

is pending on
agents were issued

regarding such agents

as Siccacell,

to comply with Section
orders

the
1707

regarding

Lae-

were

regulations.

time, more then a dozen persons

a.a probably

informa-

the State Ecord

Mucorhicin remedies and the Bolen test

and/or prohibitory

At the present

and other

Complete reports

materials tor examination;

Hoxsey, Koch, Lincoln,

the Cancer Diag-

use; action

and Grape Cure were based on failure

of the Cancer Law, requiring

selected

complaints

r8Ul.\;dies: in seven, following

Cease and desist

based on tests

of the

of agents being

cancer research);

Unit has received

of Public Health adopted regulations

trile,

In par-

investigational

five years of the Cancer Law's operation,

nosis and Therapy Evaluation

Harmonizer,

1704.

violations

and testing

in non-profit

and

to compliance with the Cancer Law.

In the first

against

investigating

in cancer management (except those bona fide

related

Krebiozen.

in the Cancer Law, Section

take three forms;

agents being developed or applied
hearings

of the Cancer Diagnosis

tr

the most significant

O

m

are under investigation,
the 150 complaints

that

have been received.
This chapter
analysis

of typical

presents

four aspects

authentic

of the Cancer Law in operation:

complaints

of unorthdox medical practice;

of data assembled by the Cancer Diagnosis
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and Therapy Evaluation

3n

a su.~:r...:.ar~'

Unit for

evaluation

by the Cancer Advi1ory Council prior

number of die~ated, authent1c·caae histories;
under the cancer

I.&'(.,

to recainending action;

biatory of actions

and a

taken

All this 1Dfarmo.tion baa been seluctud from

to da.te.

thu f ilCla of the ec-.ncer D1asnca1a a.nd Therapy Eval.Ull.tion Unit.

amo.n
particle

o.

of the material collected

and reviePcd

sinca

It is but a

the Oincer r.,a,,

bectime operative.
It procress ogainat cancer quncks is to be measured, it should b~

to brine

rl.:r&lized thbt

Just one bogus practitioner

St~te Board of Public Health to adopt a prohibitory
meticulous and exhauat1ve investicative
A he&r1Dt;;is conductod o~

or tor the

to hearing,

techuiquus

reguJ.£1,tion, requires
and t~stiDB procudur~s.

Gtter very involved, painstf·.ld.}lg efforts

been mada to document tul.11 the enforcement

of the cancer IA,.,.,

requirements

and to e,~tond ample time for the accused to provide

these meaauraa involve funds -- conoidcra.b~

hs,ve

rebutal

All

mc.iterials.

less funds than that reu.ped by

the quaclta in promotille those false cures.
An. idea of the time-conaumina

sto.tf' ho.ve nccompe.niod operatives
,-,ere made to practitioners

orders;

the le.-.• in

GubBequ~ntly subject

In the investigation

uorlt, lll

ti ves !or their

.-

took several

~•.

of complaints

int-avie,,•s

More than

h:tV\:

60 intervie.,,s

1959, CDrEU

on 127 occ~sions:

to prnctitioners

48 vis1ts did not produce evid~nce suff'icient

procudures.

to formal action

praparntory

Since eno.ctmont ot

l?li.\Y
be ge.ined from these facto.

visits

~ct1v1tiea

to cease o.nd desist
to justify

and instruc·t;ion

been conducted.
resul·ted

79

accusatory
of operc:•,-

Mall¥ intervi~·

1

u

in the 13 ceei.se and

deaiat orders.'
After prelimine.ry
the Medical Practice

1nvest1ct-,tion.,

7 cas~s l'~e

referred

for r.-.ction u:·der

Act to the State Burea.u or Food o.nd Drug Inspections·or

to the Federal

Food and Drug Administration.

came to tric.l.,

curEU stn:ff' spent from one to :four days in antici~.tiDB
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In each of these

cases Hhich

and

providing

testimny.

Under the Government Code or the Administrative
the Cancer Law, investigatory

and accusatory

man days each of prote11ional

start time.

In addition
in definitive

legal action,

and recruitment
tions,

hearings

the more formal activities

t,o

activities

take from two~

to

six

mentioned above, which result

consid.erable staff
(e.g.,

Procedure Act related

time is devoted to educational

speeches, dem::>nstrations, exhibit

prepara-

etc.).
Before every scheduled hearing on a proposed prohibitory

deluge of correspondence

those letters

directed

ot Public Health are addressed personally

Before the hearings on Krebiozen, between
and

a

comes to the CDTEU. It is the policy of the ne,art-

ment to &~knowledge each lette·r;

Director

regulation,

Booand

tD the Governor or th~

and treated
1000 letters

individually.
were received

answered •

The legal ~rocess of investigation
for the Federal government.
mates that

and

hearing is no less time-consuming

The Federal Food and Drug Administration

33 man-years were

spent from January 1-0ctober

for the 1965hearings on Krebiozen. 22

During the trial,

esti-

15, 1963, preparing
which has been in

progress tor over 28 weeks (as of November 15, 1965), the FDAhas contributed substantial

time through FDAwitnesses

and the activities

of many other

FDAemployees.
Several other FDAinvestigations,

on agents ultimately

fornia under the Cancer Law, were also excessively
estimates

that their

on the Hoxsey agent.
the Koch agent.

staff

banned in Cali-

time-consuming.

The :!')A

engased in 10 years of allr.ost continuous litigati0n

Equally important and extensive

were Fr>Aactivities

The work of this Federal agency enable the California

Law to be exercised

with considerable

e:t'ficiency,
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or.
Cancer

since much o:t' the e·ssentio.l

investigation

and court pzoettediqs

g~t(?ry materials

under 1Dl authority

on theee suspect cancer treatment

'i'be value of such pro<!1g1oue activity,

of.banned

agents, is stated

by FDAstaff:

extensive

medical and legal deliberation

gation and in the preparation
bility

. personnel,

tacil1 ties

"Such investigations
and consultation

sponsoring

financial

ability

and organizational

(its)

who have responsibilities

to defend (itself)

in this field,

to follow up in situations

been achit.!ved.
will

..
ti

later.

C
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This

and may increase

against

legal

whether Federal,

its
action.

State or

have adequate personnel,

where a correction

of

will be al-

fur.:,,

has apparently

Thia is neee• aary aince it has been our experience

seek to revive a treatment
S2
appears to be remunerative."

operations

during the investi-

in question

product

It is also of utm:>st importance ~hat organizations,

and facilities

may involve

(because ot a shortage

the treatment

and promte

observation

ot evidence ••• A lack of capa-

such practices

lowed DX)re time to publicize

local,

agents.

or tunds ••• ) may lead to great difficulty

is because the organization

investi-

and need for constant

and presentation

to proceed promptly against

reentorced

that has been publicized

that other
and tha~

COMPIAINTS
RmARDING
UNORTHOIX>X
MEDICAL
PRACTICES
The tiles

of .the cancer D10.SXJOS1o
and Tbera.py Evol.UD.tionunit con~in

record.a ot ~ complaint• registered
. -ciOJlS a.nd s~t•
selected
pluints

tor

ogencies

~ va."i~ty

loss

ot

f"-~ coses

There are .com-

that the chm'&ea are excessive (case l); that the vo.lues of·the

,...1th uo~thless
u lite

t;feutment

(case

tbat

7);

misht

that

Pl"ac\1~.aa _t\tu unuaitary

l,2,5); that ear~ cancur

rt:medies ·to tho detriment

that .pa·lii<.mts ere ha.ndl~

•

ot ree.eona •. Th• tolloui~

the scope of the complaints.

trom many illuatratc

remddie&.are open to questioll (ceses

treated

p.ra.ctitioDera by 1....ymen, phyai-

opinat

othcui•1s~ have beon
there

of the p.·.ticnt

&.:W<.:d by

.cases

u.ru

t·nd po{Jsibl..;

r.clequc.:.tcconventionw.

is treL:.tmcnt of ncmexistent

cc.ncer (oaa~~ll);

imnunand.y ( case 15); and tbn.t the premises

( cue

nm

J.6).

$1,000 charge proposed for food supplements
8Jld IAetrile ndrn1n1 atration.
Diagnosis ot -.

I

ca.near bo.aed 'on th~ no,., discr3dited
test.
2. !2ught~

of Victim

Anthrone

110t to s~ek conventlonc?.l
by Bolen test;
treatment ~,1th Koch injection
tor hopeless, ,.id\!spread ct:.tnc~r of cervix t-~ith recto-vaginu.l
fistula.
Influenced

patient

ther~py; diUGDO&is made

3. Wid.011of po.tient

Treated cancer of 1~ ~-'1th Krebiozen :.:.nd
recomr.1e::ndedo. diet of sunf'lo,,er seeds, moL.:.s::;es_.
hon<.~ u.nd horb teas.

4. Patient

Treated cancer of breast ,.Yith e.n au·to£,cnous
vaccine prepared from· putient's
uriuE::.

5.

Prescribed

Sona of !)8.ticnt

•.utoge110us vaccine \,·.c ,.Lbovc f: ...: G•. .,cancur i!lld the discredi tecl Balun
for di'-·-cnosis.
t

tro-1ntuat1nv.l
test

6.

M. D.

Unsuccessful

treatmunt

of brc~st

electronic aads~ta; conventionnl,
aur~ery fiMlly a.ccom~lished.
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ccncer

radical

,,1th

7. Victia' s ~,ido.,

cancer of lUD&suspected on X-ray CXLUlli~tion
doctor.
The accus~d, ho,,ever, used
a diagnostic devic~, reportiI13 no mnliLnan~y.
Patient treated 111th an electronic -device,
April - J~
1962. Patient then ,,as inoperable o.nd be died of lung cancer.
·

by tami~

8. M.D.

A patient of the M.D. with co.ncer of the
cervi::~ ~•as lured e.pay nith p\Jllets of •rh~at
{;l'ass, herb tea and hont.-y.
A patient ".rith mo.lignant melanoma treated
Koch injections.

1-!ith

10. Husband of deceas~d

His nife trented
Koch iaject,ions.

for cancer of intestine
Fee $l,6oo.

vith

ll.

Chorg~d $450 for Hoxsey rem~~- to treat
1..:xistent cuncer.

non-

Victim

12. Victim

Proposed treatm~nt not needed for divi..:rticuli
of colon. Proposed fe~ $420.

13. Victim

Patient

,-,1th urinary bladder symptoms tre2.t.1::u
for wiconfirmed cancer ~-•ith pills> n liqu..i.c1.
:.·nd u rubbinG lotion.

Elderly couple tre~tcd for cu.ncer (l proved,
l unproved) uith pills,
liquid, enzymes o.nd
vitamins.
Fee $400.30.
·cancer of brenst, m.etnstatic to liver,
treated
,.,ith injections.
The accused ref'u~~d to hospitc1.liz.~ the p;:1.tic::!nt
even tbou(:;h she ,.,as in great
pc.i.inand he.d e. m,"?..rkcd
~1.sci tes.

16. Patient,

an R.N.

Premises dirty and unsanitary;
examination ,-it.hout glove.

rough p~lvic

1

17.

lay person

BiG business

18.

IAy person

Uoine H~,sey treatment.

19.

l.Ay person

U&ing Hoxsey treatment.

20. M.D.

in Hoxsey treatment.

A cancer pati~nt of the M.D., underGoi~ convcntionc:·l tr~o.tment Pi th a chemothcrap(;utic
v.cent, ,-.ith e,ood resuJ.ts, defected
to ~ chiropractor
ho placed her on an initic.l. diet ccnsistillG t:Xcl.usiv~l.3 of e,rnpes. After eiG,ht
wceko., patient's
condition hnd de·teriore.tcd
11

Ll'ea.tl.y.
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She lo.ter

died.

ComploJ.nta concernins take cancer treatment

corded durilla aurv"'~intervi•r•

units,

~cal

Societies,

Bea.1th Ofticars,

numbe.t"lO out of 43 l"C•

in 1964 held ~•ii;h oificials

Viatil.lG Nurse Associations,

County Medical Asaoc1ntiona, etc.
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ot Pelfur~
Americc:.ncancer

DATA
001'8IplDDn 'DII CAICJlt
ADVISORY
QOUICIL
ooanmIVAWATIOB
S'1'1DIFB
ot the Cancer Law 11 that all

One of the claima made by owc,nente
studies

by the Cancer Advisory Council

include

human clinical

adoption
requeated

teats.

ot prohibitory

Clearly

regulations,

are inadequate
this

1e a false

clinical

atudi••

summary ot data evaluated

Prior

claim.

and other

and exam1ned·4ur1ng exhaustive 1tudies ot suspect

A detailed

they do not

since

to

data were

fake agents.

by the Cancer Adviaory Council

ia

given below.
Koch Synthetic

Antitoxins

l. · Action by Tampa, Florida juq:
malpractice to patient (1953)•
2.

Federal

Trade Commi• aion action

$651 000. judgment awarded for
upheld by Court of Appeals

(1953).

3. Chemical Analyaea:
a.

Gqoxylide
(1) This is the anhydride ot glyoxylic acid, a normal constituent
ot the hl.UD8D
body which does not exist in tree
torm. On exposure to water, Olyoxylide is rapidly transformed into the acid.
It would take a trillion
2 ml.
ampules ot Koch's glyoxylide in a 1 to a trillion
dilution as claimed to equal the amount produced daily by

the human body. Pederal·Trllde Commission 1953: Commissioner of Food and Drusa 1946.

(2)

b.

4.
•

Parabenzoquionone
Revealed nothing but water.
State Department of Public
Health Labora1x>rtea.
(l/24/63).
, State ot California.

Clinical
a.

Contents are indiatinguiahable from water.
American Medical Association
(1961) and State Department of Public
Health Laboratories (5/4/60). , State ot California •.

Trial.a

Wayne County Medical Society,

patients

(12/22/19).

Detroit.

Dr. Koch deserted

·

56 cases (1/5/20).
41· .casea, 6 with no diagnosis

(6/30/24).

Canada. (2/7/42).

b.

8 ca~es,

c.

Autopsy report,

Mrs. Ruth Fallon,
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California.

(1961).

5.
Laetrile

Cancer Advisory Council Report (Beta-Cyanogenetic

0lucoside)
Cancer Conunission (1953).

l.

Report of California

2.

Chemical Analyses and Studies:
a.
b.
c.
d.

American Medical
Dr. John W. Mehl
Dr. Paul L. Kirk,
State Department

(1961

and

47 pgs. (4/17/63).

(1952).

Association

(1953).

University of California,
Berkeley (1962).
of Public Health Food and Drug Laboratory

1963).

3. Animal Studies:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Dr. B. B. Friedman, Cedars of ~.banon Hosp! tal,
Los Angeles 1 (12/2/52).
Dr. C. Grittin, Stanford University, Palo Alto (1/23/53).
Dr. K. B. DeOme, University ot California, Berkeley (4/28/61).
Diab lo ··tiaborato~s,
merkeley (10/15/62) •

4. Patients'

R·ecords: (Clinical

a.

California

b.

Dr.

c.

McNaughton Foundation
Dr. R. Evers
Dr. J. A. Reatito

d.
e.

w. K.

S~udies)
1

t.

Dr. M. T. Dott

g.

Dr. R. Navarro

84
5
6

21
Total

5.
6.

on 9 patients

Autopsy Findings

(1952-53).

44

Cancer Commission
Beare

-~

by the California

Cancer Connnission,

.

Documentary Evidence : · 16 lbs •

7. Cancer Advisory Council Report - 150 pgs.

(5/20/63).

Lincoln Staphage Lysate _
1.

Identification
a.
~-

2.

Paper and letter by Dr. A•. .E. Mills ( Manager of Lincol.".'l
. Foundation, Medford, Mass. (1948J.
·
State Department of Public Health Microbiologic
Laboratory (2/1/63), State of California.

Clinical
a.
b.

as phage:

Studies:

Committee of Massachusetts Medical Society, 193 cases (1951-52).
National Research Council, 24 case records (1954-1955).
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3.

In a 'blindfold
teat" conducted by Dr. Lincoln, he reported that
an unknown preparation ot ate~1le broth vu Just u effective
·
as his phap (-~.

4.

Cancer Advisory QDuncil • 66 »P•

(4/17/63).

Bolen Test

1.

21 reports from medical literature
showed talse positives ranging between 4 and 95 percent andtalae negatives between 24 and
56 percent.

2.

A "blind" evaluation
study ( 1942- 52) conducted by Dr. Bolen on
315 individuals
yielded the tollow1ng reaulta:
83 percent True Negative (17 percent talae positive)

55 percent True Positive

3.

(45 percent talae negative)

Cancer Adviaory Council Report - 20 p1e. (4/17/63).

Mucorhicin
l.

Documentary Evidence:
a. Publication
of American Cancer Society
b. Literature from Drosnes-Luenby Clinic

2.

Public Hearings.

3.

Laboratory Testa:
a. Dr. Paul L. Kirk, University ot Calitornia (1958, 1962).
b. American Medical Aasociation and Rational· Cancer Institute
. (1948, 1949 and 1956).

4.

Opinions

ot Deans ot California

Schools

ot Medicine and expert

witnesses.

5.

Clinical
data on 6 patients dying of cancer while receiving
treatment with Mucorhicin.
(California (e) 1961., Penn., 1949,
Florida, 1949, Ohio, 1949, West Va., 1949).

6. Cancer Advisory

Council

Report - 40 pgs. (4/17/63).

Hoxaey Remedy
l.

Documentary Evidence: "You Don't Have to Die, " a book
Harry M. Hoxsey, listing
ingredients in his remedy.

2.

Interviews

3.

Investigations

4.

Opinions of Deans of California
Schools ot Medicine and of
te1tim:>ny of
U.S. Federal. Food aDd Drug Mlliniatration;

w1th aurv1

by

vors ot cancer victims.

of 3 California

medical experts.
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clinics

(196()-61).

5. Court Records:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

t.

U.S. District Court, R.D., Texas (1951).
U.S. Court of Appeals, 5th Circuit (1952).
U.S. District Courts, W.D. Penn (1956).
U.S. District Court, W.D. Penn (1957).
U.S. District Court, Dallas, Texas, SUpplementary
Injunctions (1960).
L.A. County Superior Court (1962).

6. Cancer

Advisory Council Report -

190 pgs. (5/31/62)•

Anthrone Test
1.

Documentary Evidence:
a.

Original

paper by Dr. T. C. Terrell,

and H. H. Beard,

Ph.D.

(1955).

b.

Reports of Dre. H. H. Beard, R. Navarro and J. A. Restifo.

c.

A "New Approach to the Conquest of Cancer, Rheumatism and

d.
e.

Heart Disease," H. H. Beard, 1st Ed. Pageant Press, Inc.,
B. Y. , ( 1958).
Ibid, revised (1962).
Written directions tor pertormance ot test by H. H. Beard.

(1962, 1963).

(9/6/62, 3/26/63).

Laboratory Findings: (CllnicoJ. Studies)
a. State Department of Public Heal th Pood and Drug Laboratory.
(1962,1963)., State ot California.
b. Results Obtained by Dr. Beard on 200 spe~imens :from 100
patients.
(1962-1963).
·
3. Opinions of Deana of California Schools of Medicine.

2.

4. Opinion ot Dr. Paul L. Kirk, Chemist, Microbiologist,
ot California, Berkeley. (2/25/64).

5. Statistical
6.

analysis of Dr. Beard's results.

Cancer Advisory Council Report - 53 pgs.

University

{8/17/64).

{8/19/64).

Krebiozen
l.

Documentary Evidence :
a. Publications of. American Cancer Society {2) - (Sept.,
March, 1963).
b. Publications of American Medical Association (5)

(10/27/51, 4/11/59 (2), 2/2/63, 7/27/63).

1962 -

Insertions into Congressional Record by Senator Paul H.
(8/22/58, 7/ro/62, 12/6/63).
Douglas, Illinois.
d. E. Langer, Science· Magazine (6/21 - 6/28 - 7/5/63).
e. Insertions into Congressional Record by Senator William
Langer·, North Dakota. (5/20/59).
~- Exchange of Letters between Krebiozen proponents and U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. (1961, '62 .• & 'G3).
c.
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2.

3.

Chemical Analysis:
a. Dr. Paul L. Kirk, tJniversity ot Cal1torn1a, Berkeley. (1958).
b. Federal Food and Drug Administration.
(12/2/63).
Clinical Evidence:
a. Report ot Rational Cancer Institute
to Secretary, U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Weltare upon examination of clinical
records

ot 500 patients.
4.

Opinions

(10/15/63).

of Deans ot California

Schools

ot Medicine

and medical experts.

5. Cancer Advisory Council Rel)Ort - 106 pgs •. (5/27/64).

CASEHIS'roRIFSOF PATIEM'S'mEATED
WITHtmPROVED
REMEDIES
The case histories
of 81".Ysubjective
passion,

digested on the toll.owing

or suggestive

If they evoke some degree of com-

inference.

it 1s be~ause even the hard tacts,
CNmOt help but suggest the personal

order,

cancer quackery and their

families.

stress

Such histories

ineffective

into four

In the latter
either

categories:

when used primarily

ccr ce.aae; when supplementing

the patient

conventional

talsely

thera-py; erroneous

case, evidence substantiates

died of his disease,

that

such ex-

Th~ following :case abstracts

illustrate

these various

acting

as undercover operativeA

All e.re bona f1.de patients.
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on prov~d cen~

reports

of

"cure" did nc,t oc·:··.:~~

had also been given conventional

ot malignancy.

these l1ots.

the extent

diagnosed cancer;

or exclusively

diagnosis

~eraono

of

of cancer quackery are

treat"tllent, or had no pathological

or the

by victims

also indicate

of persons who become victims

they tend to fall

quack treatment

experienced

to each victim.

When case histories
reviewed,

in ~imple chronological

tormula of the qua.ck -- his b~~-::~
...

And they imply that there 1s no single

ness 1s tailormade

"cure~'"

reported

by persons who could well not afford

of funds expended fruitlessly
pehse,.

pages have been stripped

ror ~he State

categories.
are

in~]uded

none
i~

I

ot Nonexistent Disease

False Diap,11s
Case fl:

Mrs.

:e.P.

2/29/6o -- patient visita JCC complaining ot stomach trouble.
X~raya, laboratory wrk and phylical examination performed.
Diap,sis

cancer of both lUDftl.

:

Treatment consists ot cancer liquid and pills, diet and a proposed colon therapy -- oxygen instillations
into the large
bowel. Total price to be $1,105.
·

Couaent:

atter returning

B•urce ot Intonation:
Caae

to her home, patient

visits

her family
it is

Upon thorough clinical
and X-ray examination,
that no cancer ot the lungs exists.

physician.
determined

Interview

with patient

and

her family physician.

#2: Mrs. D. z. P.
8/17/60 -- a mua in right breast is discovered by a San Mateo
Bioy;,ayand surgery retuaed.
10/60, patient goes to

phyaician.

FS·':.

"colonpatbol.os,y.
"

D1yno111 :

Treatment consists ot pill.a,
'lbtal cost paid: $960.

liquid diet and oxygen enemas.

l/31/61 -- patient dies. Autopsy reveals cancer ot right breast
with axillary metastases.
Source ot Information:
.Q!!e

13:

Interview with husband of patient •

Mr. C. S. L.

6/60 -- patient
D1apos1a:

visits

FCC complaining

"colon trouble,"

caused by cancer.

of' respiratory

with the implication

Treatment consists ot oral medication,
enemas. 'n:>tal coat paid: ~,200.

Comment: subsequent
Source ot Information:

surgery on patient's

injections

ditticul~y.

that it was
and oxygen

lung reveals

no m11.l:f.gnanc~,. ~ ,

Interview with patient.

Case #4_: Mias O. F. S.
l./60 -- patients

visits

FCC clinic

·-lOO-

for an unknown reason.

Treatment recommended consists ot pilla and oxygen enemas.
Pill• ,an ... take-,.t ennu are OIDttlaued tor twc months.
Patient oballed $1;500•
Comment: Subsequent X-ray elsewhere reveal• no cancer ot the
lungs.
Source ot Information:
Case

r/1:5:Miss

Patient

interview.

M. C. V.

4/57 -- patient visits

FCC clinic

for an unlmowDcomplaint.

cancer aot the lung.

Diyposis:

Hoxsey medication prescribed.

Total cost:

$400.

Coumient: Subsequent X-ray examination by a Sen Fernando physician
reveals no cancer of lungs.

Source ot Information:

Patient

interview.
II

Treatment Ineffective
on Proved Cancer Primarily Treated
with unproved or Unorthodox Remedies

Case #1: Mr. T. P. M.

6/5/59 -- an X-ray diagnosis of cancer of cecum is made.
Patient

refuses surgery.

7/1/59 -- patient
the large intestine

visits FCC, where a diagnosis
ii made.

of cancer of

Treatment preacribe4 is Hoxsey medicine and instillation
of
oxygen into the colon. Fee ot $800-$1,000 is paid to clinic.
grows weaker anc1 has episode
bleeding.
Atter a 4elay ot six mnths without definitive treatment, surgical intervention reveals a large,
tunaattns, malignant mus ot the cecum w1tl'I epad to the psoas
muscle, duoden\Dlland right ureter.
The rigbt colon and part of
the duodenum are removed but wic5e spread metastues e.i,pee.r 90
days later.
Patient dies 5/23/60.

During succeeding DWJnths,patient

ot gastrointestinal

Comment: The six months delay in definitive
dissipated his chance tor survival.

Source ot Information:

Inteniew

with

wtft: •

.,l0J..

treatment

probably

Case

Hg:

Mr. B. S.

2/'JR,/58-- patient ·v1a1ts M.D. because ot growth on right ear.
lo biopsy 11 perto,-d,
but a clinical diagnosia ot akin cancer

is made. Caustic liquid, suspected by the patient ot .being an
acid, and an ointment, are applied over 2t-m:,ntha, resulting in
partial loaa ot ear lobe.

2/19/6o -- a le11on appears in left nostril.

Same physician applies
the caustic liquid at first and then switches to Laetrile and RCL-25,
the later presumably an animal cell suspension made by a Mexican
physician.
RCL-25therapy begina 9/61 continues about two years•
Total cost:
$2,168.05.
Lesion extends to right

3/22/62 -- surgical

nostril

and conventional

therapy is sought.

procedure reveals squam,us cell

l./19/63 -- recurrence

is subjected

to radical,

carcinoma..

mutilating

surgery.

5/24/63 -- spread extends to the mandible; X-ray therapy is administered.

6/7/64 -- patient dies.
Comment: There was a delay of mre than tw years before definitive, .. conventional
therapy
was sought.
.
.....
Source of Information:
Interviews
port from surgeon.
Case

#3:

Miss

with patient,

hie wife and a medical re-

v. P.

10/23/59 -- patient discovers a lump in left breast.
Visits office
of W.G.H.where "a blood test showed malignancy."
Koch and Siccacell injections
started;
after about six m:>nths, poultices are
applied which eventually cause a loss of tissue from breast.
After
18 nx:,nths ot this treatment, at a cost of $1,201, the patient has
a biopsy and a radical mastectomy- tor proved malignancy.
(3/61).
Since the patient vas told that the poultice would draw the tumor
out; since there had been a loss ot breast tissue because of the
poultice; and since she had been treated over a period of 18 months
without ~enefit, a civil action waa filed based on spending a substantial
amount of 11Dneytor services having no value.
Source ot Information:
Case

/14:

Miss

s.

J.

Interview with patient.
M. - ~

years old.

3/60 -- a biopsy of' the right lower leg at the University of California Hospital, San Francisco, results in a diagnosis of a highly
unditterentiated
malignant tUJm)roriginating
in connective tissue
or synovia. Amputation is recommended but refused.
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4/9/60 ·--·patient 11 taken to FCCwhere Krebiozen is prescribed,
at a toat ot f47,,00. Atter one week at the clinic, the patient

returu hom where treatment w1th Krebiozen is continued for a total
ot 12 401e1 with ·no improvement. The clinic 11 notified, and a
variety ot 118dicine1 identified by the clinic aa the Hoxsey remedy
ia prescribed but the pilla are too large tor a small child to

awallov.

8/3/6o -- patient dies.
multiple metastaaea.
Source
Case

Cause of death:

ot Intormation:

Inten1.ew w1th patient's
physician and U. c. Hospital records.

#5: Mrs,V.

sarcoma of bone with

parents,

report

of family

R.

4/23/62 -- patient admitted to Letterman General Hospital
d1&g80aia ~t ach1zophren1c reaction.

with a

10/63 -- patient visits a doctor where a lump in the breast is
diagnosed clinically" as cancer and where she receives Laetrile
treatmenta for .cancer twice a week until 3/13/64.
3/18/64 -- patient admitted to

Rapa

State Hospital.

3/25/64 -- Tum:)r Board, Napa State Hospital,
lump, left breast.
Mammographytypical
Clinical diagnosis ot cancer.

reports a 4 cm hard
of a malignant lesion.

5/18/64 -- patient discharged from Napa State Hospital.
treatments

Laetrile

resumed.

9/30/64 -- patient

readmitted to Napa State Hospital.
She is bedridden and requires narcotics for relief of pain in lower thoracic
and lumbar vertebrae.
Mase in the breast is ulcerating.

10/13/64 -- X-ray reveals lungs to be studded with soft tissue
densities.
11/23/64 -- 1200r administered

to vertebrae

tor pain.

11/25/64 -- Tunl)r Board, Napa State Hospital, reports osteolytic
involvement of 11th thoracic vertebra.
There is further metastatic
spread in the lungs and the left arm is edematous.

12./3/64-- patient bedridden at home, drinking copious anx>unts of
carrot

juice for her cancer.

6/23/65 -- patient dies at Letterman General Hospital.
shows cause of death to be cancer of left

metastases.

Specific

findings

breast
are as follows:
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Autopsy
with widespread

Lungs: metastatic carcinoma, severe bilateral.
Pleura:
metutic
carcinoma visceral pleura.
Lymph nodes: metastatic carcinoma t,o left axillary,
supra.clavicular,
mediastinum, hilar and periaortic.
Bone marrow: metastatic carcinoma t.o lett temur, thoracic
and lumbar vertebrae
an4 sternum.

Comment: Except for 1200r of X-ray to the vertebrae given late
in her disease tor relief of pain, this patient had no treatment
and, terminal.ly, carrot juice.
for cancer other than laetrile
Source of Information:
Interview with patient, s. F. General Hospital,
Rapa State Hospital, Letterman General Hoapi tal records.

III
Treatment with
Cancer
Case fl:

Mrs. E.· P.

7/6o -- Mrs. P goes to offices of T. A., after several operations
for the removal ot malignant melanoma from the orbit and shoulder.
Krebiozen prescribed for first three roonths,then Hoxsey remedy.
Patient dies 2/15/61. Total costs:
$594.
Source of Information:
patient.

Interviews with husband and sister-

in- law of

Case #g: Mr.J.M.

Late/

1961 --· patient visits W.G.H.for the treatment of multiple
He recei vea daily injections of ·Rosette and Swiss animal cellular material.
Patient dies 12/10/61.
Total cost:
$3,000.

myeloma.

Source ot Information:
Case

#3:

Widow ot patient.

Miss Kathy Allison

· 8/54 -- 1t 1s reported that Kathy is soon to die of cancer.
is siven the Hoxsey treatment.

2/55 -- State Senator Haluski of Pennsylvania

She

introduces
a bill
to have 10 state legislators
investigate
the clinic in Dallas.
(The report of this lay committee is not included in this digest.)
Later the Senator presents Kathy to the Pennsylvania State Legislature as a case in which a malignancy has been cured with the
Hoxaey medication.
A leaflet is distributed
stating that she has
three attacks ot pneUJIK)nia
requiring hospitalization
between 6 and

9/55.
10/3/55 -- patient

dies.
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The tacts:
Fall 1953, patient injures a rib.
Early 1954, X-ray
reveals tum::,r. At surgery, the rib and some of the tumor mass is

remoYea.Prognc,11s: poor.

4/54 -- there is indication ot recurrence but the symptoms clear
under X-ray theraw.
Hoxsoy med1CAtion is then started.
1./55 -- X-ray
2/55 -- patient

shows

further

presented

recurrence.
to Legislature

as cured.

6/55 -- patient
cally
....

treated at home tor "pneUJJX)nia,"·diagnosed cliniwithout benefit of X-ray study.

7/55

X-ray study shows t'UDl)rpresent

but no "pneumonia."

9/55

her condition

no evidence of "pneumnia."

worsens but 1till

10/3/55 -- patient dies.
Cause ot death: Ewing's
eviden~e Of'.pneum:,Dia.
Source of Information:
Case

Autopsy ~ontirms the presence of tuDX>r.
sarcoma of rib.
No gross or microscopic

The Review and Herald,

133: 50, 51, Dec. 13, 20, 1956.

:/14:Mr. R. s.
Both the m:>ther and son appeared at a public hearing and testified
that the latter had been cured ot his malignancy with the Hoxaey
remedy.

9/7/62 -- letter to State Board of Public Health from mother and
father protesting ~posed regulation.
"'I'«> years ago (1960) Ewing's sarcoma - 6 mnths to live.
Cr,nfirmed by City of Hope."
9/10/62 -- letter Dr. K. F. Ernst to parents requesting

medical

release.

9/14/62 -- parent's letter

~ Dr. K.

no release.
9/22/62 -- Public Hearing re:
,

:,

..

r.bther:

r.

Son:

- further

protest and

Ho~sey regulation.

"Spring 1960 - swollen paintul
diagnosis Ewing's - six mnths
to 139 lbs. "

-

Ernst

knee •.. tall 1960
to live ... weight loss

"cancer left knee, spread to liver -- my head -- my left
eye started to bulge -- arms and hand swollen to twice
their size -- could only walk room to room.
"At first I had X-ray at Kaiser Hospital.
"Wasunable to produce blood because of X-ray to long
bones.

"I am now 21 years of age, able to vote,
dom jeopardized."
-105-

find our free-

I.

Objected to wording of 4th paragraph which stated
that ao person shall recommead the Hoxsey treatment.
Thia 1e later changed to apply to a practitioner
only.

9/29/62 -- tacts brought out that in 12./60patient discontinued
ra41at1on therapy against advice and sought Dr. T. A. for Hoxsey
treatment.
'lbrough August 1961.,he received several courses of
X-ray therapy tor metastatic lesions in skull., orbit, liver.
1/62
chest film at Kaiser Hospital negative.
10/17/62 -- during 1962 patient
involving

left

has hematuria and a large mass

kidney .is found.

2/28/63 -- City ot Hope Tum:>rBoard on November 7, 1962, considers
. the diagnosis either an Ewing's or reticulum cell sarcoma and
since there are multiple areas of involvement, liver, kidney, and
multiple bony areas, use of an al.kylating agent such as HN2 or
cytoxan ia recommended. It the kidney tails to respond, radiation
1s recommended. Patient referred to private physician.
3/22/63 -- report ot metastasis to left kidney with gross hematurie.
Patient treated with X-ray. He has dramatic response as he has
with other areu similarly treated.
9/24/63 -- patient dies.

Cause of death: renal failure due to
cell aarcoma, 4 years duration.
Lymphoma
or Ewing's aar~oma,bone, with renal metastases.

reticulum
Autopsy:
Summary:

196() - Spring

1960-

Fall

Onset of painful swollen knee.
Diagnosis of Ewing's sarcoma (or reticulum
sarcoma) of bone. X-ray therapy.

cell

12./60 -- Discontinued X-ray against medical advice and started
Hoxsey.

1961 -- Several courses of X-ray therapy to metastatic

10/17/62 -- Kidney metastasis

lesions.

with hematuria.

9/63 -- Kidney lesion treated with X•ray; dramatic response.
12/24/63 -- Patient dies.
Source of Information:
records.

Testimny ~n public hearings
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and patient's

medical

MM'•tmoma

m,poa111n

# Cues

Source

55

Bone Tum>r Resistry4t
Mayo Clinic*

114
135
435
73
63

Geschicterlf'
Bethgeff
Cole)'*
·McCormack*
Proposia

48
42

33

.

32.9
50
74.3

20

39
Age

Ewing's
Reticulum Sarcoma
of Bone
H

,. Year Survival
Percent

Cases

Francia et alH
Wilaon I Pulh"

*

8

in Reticulum Cell Sarcoma of Bone

f

Source

BethgeM
Coley-ti'
Ivins*

Year Survival
·· Perettnt
Cases
15
21
6
CB)
8.5
(37)
3

Distribution

and Incidence**

Incidence
Relatively
rare
4. 2'/oof malignant
bone tumors

Under 10

10-20 Years
Majority (66~}

Rare

20-4o Years
Majority

·Ackerman end Regato: Cancer, 1947 and 3rd Ed. 1962.
Fascicle 4, Atlas, Armed Forces Institute
of Pathology.

Case

#5:

Mrs. M. K. D.

2/17/65 -- a letter of inquiry is sent to Dr. K. F. Ernst and
Governor Brown by husband regarding the "lie 11 in the Cancer Advisor., Council Report of 1963, in which the price of emygda.lin
(Laetrile)
was quoted as
a gram.

2°"

..

3/2/65 -- a copy of a page from the 1950 catalog of Arthur H.
Thomas Company, Philadelphia., shows amygdalin to be available for
$17. 50 per 100 gram bottle.
This is the source of the information which led to the reference in the CMAreport of 1953 regarding the price ot amygdalin.
Spring 1965 -- this story is told by husband in Santa Ana Register
and in testimony May 24, 1965, before the State of California
Assembly Committee on Public Health.
Wife had surgery on two occasions for cancer of the uterine cervix.
Foll.owing these procedures, it vas stated that she was a hopeless
caae and that no nx,re surgery was possible.

1/64 -- wife begins treatment
after

four months' treatment

with Laetrile in Tijuana, Mexico;
she bas only minor symptoms of cancer.
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9/64 -- she ia hospitalized

in San Francioco
for "pnt:umm:i •1 •· :'ml
ing three weeks hoapi talization
she does not receive Le.e Lr Ui··.

•'1i 1·

10/17/64 --

patient dies.
Husband believes
the fatal outew:.· (1'·' ll'·
the interruptinn
nf treatment with Laetrile
which is h1 ghly ; :;:i•• 1 tJn ·
ble since the dee.th certificate
lists
cause of death as ~ raJ ! : '·ll
carcinomatosis
due to adenocarcinoma of cervix in a pernon pm·1,,~1· kd
to be practically
recovered from her cancer three weeks ~ar1ier.
Source of Information:

Husband's

testimony

of Legislative

Ana Register and State Department ~f Public
Statistics,
Sacramento •
. Case

#6:

Hearing,

VJ6; SanL1

Health Bureau of Vital

Mr. R. S.

3/3/63 --

diagnosis of adenocarcinoma of prostate
with metastases is
made. At surgery, a large mass extending from the sacrum to i:.he
right kidney and laterally
for 10 cm is noted.
There is a. e;imile 1:masa on the left but smaller.
Patient is discharged from the hospital on 5 ml of Stilbestrol
per day.

..
·

5/27/63 --- patient enters North End Medical Center Hospital ili }~ontrea1,· 'Canada, tor treatment with Laetrile.
On entry his hcm.)g}ol.in
is 13.8 grams, acid phosphatase 22 KAU.

6/13/63 --

he'DX)globin,

13 grams, acid phosphatase,

18 KAU

7/26/63 -- during his hospital treatment,
patient
receives ~11' gramr,
of Laetrile.
Intervals between doses not stated;
Estre.duril 80 we.
is injected intramuscularly
every two weeks. Acid phosphatr-t~- 3~JY.::\'1.
1 .•

Comment: It is assumed that patient was on conventional
therapy
such as Stilbest~ol
and Estraduril
during the period he was recci·· ...
1ng Laetrile
therapy.
There was no change in hemglobin.,
and wher:
last recorded his acid phosphatase had increased.

Source ot Information:

Letter from parents:

Canadian Hospital

Abstract.

IV
Erroneous Report of Cure by Unorthodox Remedies
Kathy Allison

Case~:

Mr. R. S. - See Case #4 (p.106)

Case

#3:

Robert

- See Case

..:

#3 (p.105)

Case 1/:l:

E. Barker

En;:,'. i. ··
A news story, 1944, ind ice.tea that "a. Veterans Adminis tratior.
tal report definitely
states that a cancer victim was cured by Har-r.1,,
M. Hoxsey. A large mass involving
the cecum and ileum .•. was diag••
nosed as malignancy and five years later the patient had a normal
colon."

The facts:
A large mass involving ileum and cecum was enr!C"iJll
surgery, and believed to be a malignancy, without the benef:.t
opsy or other diagnostic procedures.

-ioa..

L~ =--t:: . 1
nt

r.'..

Coment:
Bark.er was operated tor acute appendicitis
through
a small McBurneyinc1s1on. The surgeon f'elt a mass of some
ki!Jd but a specimen was not taken. It 1s not uncommonto find
nonmalignant Sl"Qwtha or_m9'Jel within the abdominal cavity, some
of which disappear spontaneously.
The Review and Herald, 133 50,51, Dec. 13, 20, 1956.

Source ot Information:
Case

#4:

Mr. R. H.

4/44 -- patient

•

1s kicked in right

4/45 -- pain recurs

leg at age

but disappears

after

14•

12 v1s1 ts to a.

chiropractor.

4/11/46 -- a tender palpable tU1J¥:)rin the middle third of right
thigh is noted.

4/22/46 -· tUDDr remved from
diagnosis:

6/63 --

sciatic

nerve.

Pathologic

neurofibrosarcoma.
is 31 years old and in good health.

patient

8/26/63 -- specimens of the original

tUlm)r are obtained from
St. Francis Hospital and reexamined.
Dr. Arthur Purdy Stout
of Columbia Hospital, New York City, diagnoses the tumor e.s
a benign neurilemoma. He comments that the pain is probably
due to scarring of nerve and not to recurrence; that the mass
which appeared three years later may have been a hematoma
because, it it had been a tum:>r, it would have affected the
mtor elements of the nerve as well as the sensory.
Specimens are also examined by Dr. Oscar N. Rambo, Jr.,
University ot California,
San Francisco,
who confirms
diagnosis of benign neurilemmma.
He comments that
there is some nuclear pleon:>rphism which could be ascribed
to degenerative changes attested to by deposits of hemosiderin
and calcium in the tumor.
Comment: This is a case in which an erroneous diagnosis
malignancy was made initially
and a cure attributed
to
treatment with Laetrile.
Source of Information:
>

Case

#5:

Miss M.

o.

Parents

of patient

and pathologists'

of

reports.

F.

12/58 -- patient

develops seizure-like
attacks,
including
staring, paralysis of right arm
loss ot consciousness,
and lose ot speech.
There are no neurological
findings.

4/61 -- bilateral

carotid angiograms followed by a craniotomy
are performed.
Gross appearance at surgery is compatible with
that of a glioma but the pathologic report states the tissue
removed is not malignant.
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6/61 --

radiothc1·n11y
ta dtxcd,ed
to the tumor.
'l'ii1.
1,
followed by symptoms resembling those of December, 19,tL
Krebiozen therapy h, begun in August 19(>1 and cont1m1r·d

int.o 1963.
Comment: There i.s 11-:, pathologlc
diagnosis
of me.113nancy
and, even if one existed,
the effect of radiation
thera.pj'
can not be discour.1ted.
Consequently any ·h.rebiozen eff12ct

cannot be evaluated.
Source

of Information:

Patient's

testimony

and medical reco:r,fa.

•
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Name or
Aaent

Cancer Advisory
Council Re;22rt

Hoxsey Remedy

May

laetriles

May 20,

Bolen Diagnostic
Teet

Apr. 17, 1963

Sept. 20,

1963'

Nov. 3, 1963

10400.2

Koch Synthetic
Antitoxins

Apr. 17, 1963

Sept. 20, 1963

Nov. 3, 1963

104oo.3

Lincoln Stapha.ge Apr. 17, 1963
Iqsate

Sept. 20, 1963

Nov. 3, 1963

10400.4

Mucorhicin

Apr. 17, 1963

Sept. 20, 1963

Nov. 3, 1963

104oo.5

Anthrone Diagnostic Test

Aug. 17, 1964

J~

Krebiozen

May

late Adopted State
Board of Health

Effective
Date

31, 1962

Sept. 21, 1962

Nov. 1,1962

1963

Sept. 20, 1963

Nov• 31, 1963 10400.l

27, 1964

23, 1965

Administrative
Code Number

104oo

Aug. 27, 1965 104oo.6
Nov. 27, 1967 104oo.7

1967
'Table 2
·yent

·nite of C & D Order

Catherine E. Harmon, D.C.
El Monte, California

"Harmonizer"

Dec. 26, 1961

Qlarlotte M. Steiner,
Moraga, California

Mucorhicin
Grape Cure

Dec. 13, 1962

Nelson E. Mathison, M.D. (D.O.)*
long Beach, California

Hoxsey Remedy

Mar. 21, 1963

John H. Friend, M.D.(D.o.)
Costa Mesa, California

Hoxsey Reme~

Mar.

21, 1963

Wendell G. Hendrick~, D.O.
los Angeles, California

Lincoln, Koch &
4 cellular agents

July

23, 1963

.Nameand Address:

,

-

D.C.

"'One of approximately 2,630 former osteopaths
by California College of Medi cine in 1962.
-111-

who were granted M.D. degrees

Tab lu

~

- Continued

I ~l Lt~ 111' GeRs, •
& .1:er..;
l!i L Ord~•i·
-· ......-·--···•-•··---·---

Nruneand Address:

Agent

frn.ncls M. Altig, M.n. (D.O.) »
Rosamond, California

lloxsey Hemedy

,I 11ly

;.• ) ' l ')t.

Willoughby W. Sherwood, M.D.
West IDs Anseles, California

Hoxsey Remedy

A~.

~o' 196~

Charles L. Hawk, M.D.
Los Angeles, O!lifornia

Hoxsey Remedy

Aug. 30, 1963

Chew Ca.hooneYuen, D.C.
Red Bluff, California

Chinese Herbs

Aug. 20, 1~64

Howard F. Parsons, M.D. (D.O.)
San Francisco,
California

Mar. 4, 1965
Bolen Test
Autogenous Vaccines
Koch Synthetic Antitoxins
Samuel's Short Wave Generator

Ernest T. Krebs, Sr., M.D.
San Francisco, California

laetrile
Anthrone Test

Apr. 5, 1965·

Byron A. Krebs, M.D. (D.O.)
San Francisco, Calif.

laetrile

Apr. 5, 1965

Maurice H. Kowan, M.D. (D.O.)
Los Angeles, Ca.lifornia

Mucorhicin

May 21, 196,

Everett W. Delong, M. D.
Santa Monica, California

laetrile
Mucorhicin

Oct. 14, 1965

Klassen, !'e.vid c., D.C.
Burbank, California

Diet
Ultra-sonic

Miller,

Palmer D., M.D.

Drown, Leslie K., D.C.
Burlingame, California

Joseph D. Broyles,
Fresno, California

D.C.

Mar. 21, 19G6

Device

laetrile
Anthrone Test

..Tune 13, 1966

Oct. 17, 1966
Formula 4 Tablets
Rife Frequency Instrument
Raylax Jevice
Rocking Tables
Chiropractic Manipulations
Splenic Massage
Besco-Limco
Amino-Gest
Liq-A-Mone
Formula 501
Veico 77
~lucorhicin
Pmcreas ':'ablets
Iridiagnosis

-112-

...

Dec. 3, 1966

...

Table 2 - Continued

.

Late of Cease
Desist Order

Nameand Address:

Agent

Thomas W. Sherwood, D.C.
West Ios Angeles, California

Hemotabs
Dec. 3, 1966
Depolaray
G-K 400
Oscillowa.ve-Bridge Machine
Diet, Liver Tablets

Louis Remy

Macrobiotics
Dietary Methods

Valley Center,

California

&

Dec.

29, 1966

.

Victor M. Margutti, M.D.
San Diego, California

Sept. 25, 1967
Calbro Ma.gnowave
Radi-onics Machine
460 Vials
Eig.~t Research Instruments

Leslie T. Kaa, D.C.
Oakland, California

Anthrone Test
Bolen Test

\

,
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April 1, 1967

Public educational
planning

mation,

campaigns require

materials to be realized

and costly

such undertakings

and informational

are the formulation

adapted to be useful

-- and effective.

and compilation

to persons

ble methods of diagnosis

and therapy.

American Cancer Society

makes available

extensive
Fart of

of pertinent

seeking information

infor-

about reputa-

Today, among the services

which the

are:

1

a.

A year-round information

b.

Extensive

literature

exhibits,

etc.)

and other

on cancer,

service.

and referral

educational

the disease,

materials

(film

how to recognize

strips,

SYJaptoms

and what to do about it,
c.

A description

In addition,
continuing

of cancer research supported

the American Cancer Society
campaigns, trying

informational

fear and anxiety

which can lead persons

by the Society.

conducts both seasonal

and

to break down the barriers

of

to neglect

cancer -- possibly

to

seek quacks.

The following
continue
a.

facts

are samples of the information

to be disseminated

Specific

sites

of cancer,

would save the lives
present

, -

b.

rate

At first

to the public

which is and should

about cancer:

if found early

and treated

promptly,

of one out of two cancer patients;

the

is saving one out of three.

sign of one of the sev~n danger signals,

see your

physician.
c.

Cancer consultation

and treatment

service,

meeting standards

set by the American College of Surgeons and the California
Commission, is available

in more than 70 hospitals

California.

-11~-

Cancer

throughout

d.

number, 100re than ?O o.re public

AnKlng this
iD avnilnbl0

e.

to

18o participating

disseminated

tional

care,

sets

risk

seel{ the hollow

on rare

or difficult

premature death

a body of information

-- can help break

the mystery that

solutions

"E ·· ~

r.anc(.:1r

tumo1•:;

pathologists.

-- and assimilated

cancer,

Califo1·nia

by the

of slides

plus many more, constitute

These facts,

surrounding

distributes

wher~

indiRent.

Thf' Tumor •r1.ssur-aReG1S t1·y, maintn1ned

Commi~si('n,

if

to th~ medically

hos pi. tals,

do,m the "mystery"

causes some persons

and great

suffering,

)

which,

to avoid convenand causes

some to

of the quack.

l
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